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Allah Almighty is the Creator of this universe and

all that is found therein including time and space.

Every day of a month and every month of a year is

created by Him out of.His infinite wisdom. Every min-

ute of one's life is a divine gift which should be availed

Of to seek Allah's pleasure and to make it a prologue tq

n better life in the Hereafter* Looking at from this an-

gle, all days and months are alike, Nfone is useless,

unlucky or devoid of sanctity. We are required to

make best use of them by observing the precepts oF

Shari'ah, Once this is done all days and months are

sacred for us, but if the precepts of Shariah are violat-

ed, no sanctity of a special day or month can save us

from its repercussions.

However, Allah has attached a special sanctity to

some particular l^ -- or months in the sense that some

specific rules are prescribed to observe them, or the

reward of virtuous deeds is increased therein. This

special sanctity of a period or lime accelerates one's

advance towards the spiritual progress whereby one

can maximise the benefits of his efforts.

PREFACE
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It is, therefore, incumbent upon every Muslim to

know the sped fit: rules proscribed for these special

days and months and the peculiar merits associated

with them. The present book is a humble effor t, to pro-

vide a common reader with necessary information

about these rules and merits.

It is evident that special rules or merits of a par-

ticular time cannot be established through ones own
whims or imaginations, unless they arc proved by the

authentic sources of Sharrah. As explained earlier, all

days and months are alike in their origin. It is Allah s

will that invests a particular time with a special stat-

us.' Therefore, no such status can be attributed to a

particular time unless it is either established in the

Holy Quran or is explained by the Holy Prophet ^ in

his Sunntth. But. unfortunately, some communities

among the Muslim- have attributed special merits or

invented some practices which havo no foundation in

the Holy Qur an and Simnah. These self-coined prac-

tices must be avoided. The present book has dealt

with some of these practices also. The objective is to

explain what one should or should not do in a particu-

lar month or date with reference to the original sourc-

es of Sharhih. May Allah approve- thin humble effort

and make it beneficial to the readers.

Muhammad Taqi Usmairi

13, Jumnda-al'Thnniyah I 1 Hi A H
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The Month of

MUHARRAM

Mubarmm i& the month with which the Muslims

begin their lunar Hijrah Calendar. It is one of the four

sanctified months about which the Holy Qnr'an says,

"The number of the months according to Allah ia

twolvfi months I

1

mentioned) En the Book of Allah

on the day in which He created heavens and. the

earth. Among these (twelve months) there are

foui' sanctified".

These four mouthy, according to the authentic tra-

ditions are the months of Zuto.a'riah, Zulhijjah, Muhar-

ram and Rajab. All the comment a tors of the Holy

Qur'an arc unanimous on this point, because the Holy

Prophet jjLj dU -1' ju. in his sermon on the occasion of

his last Ilajj. has declared:

roLJljjLi huj f jAs. Lol iwJi
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One year consists of twelve months, of which

four are sanctified months, three of them are in

sequence ^
Zulqa'dah, Zulhtjjah, Muhsrram, and

the fourth is Rajab.

The specific mention orthese four months does not

mean that any other month has no sanctity, because

the month of Ramadan is admittedly the most sancti-

fied month in the year. But these four months were

specifically termed as sanctified months for the simple

reason that their sanctity w^as accepted even by the

pagans ofMakkah.

In fact, every month, out of the twelve, is original-

ly equal to the other, and there is no inherent sanctity

which may be attributed to one of them in comparison

to other months. When Allah Almighty choose* a par-

ticular time for His special blessings, then it acquires

sanctity out of His grate.

Thus, the santity of these four months was recog-

nized right from the days of Sayyidna Ibrahim
r
%Ji*>

. Since the Pagans of Makknh attributed themselves

to Sayyidna Ibrahim
r
%J>^ they observed the sancti-

ty of these four months and despite their frequent tri-

bal battles, they held it unlawful to fight in these

months.

In the Shari'ah of our Holy Prophet g the sanctity

of these months was upheld and the Holy Qur'an re-
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ferred u> thv.m as the 'sanctified months' .

The month of Muharram has certain other charac-

teristics peculiar to it which are specified below.

1, Fasting during the month

The Holy Prophet ^Jrilli^ has said:

r
1^Jll JJU-i jU; >i

r
L-JI J^il

The best taala after the fas in i>f Ramadan are

those of the monlh ofMuharrgm.

Although the fasts of the month of Muharram are

not obligator yet, the one who fasts in these days out

Of kii own w ill and choice is entitled to a great reward

by Allah Ahnuih-y. The Jladith cited above signifies

that the fasts qf the month of Muharram arc most re-

vvardablc ones among the Nafl fasts i.e. the fasts ujm-

observes out of his own choice without being obligato-

ry cm him.

The hadith does not mean that the award prom-

ised for fasts of Muharram can be achieved only by-

fasting for the whole month. On the contrary, each

fast during this month has merit. Therefore, one

should avail of this opportunity as much as he can.

2. The clay of 'Aahui iiti'

Although the month of Muharram is a sanctified

month as a whole, yet, the 10th day oi Muharram is

the most sacred among all its days. The day is named

Ashurah',
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According to the Holy companion Ibn "Abbas Jji^}

^ , The Holy Prop hot ^ -.jl* *Jji JL. t
when miffPaleu to

Madman, found thtii the Jews of Madman used to fast

on the 10th day of Muharram, They said that it was

the day on which the Holy Prophet Musa (Moses]

dUH and his followers crossed the Red Sen miraculous-

ly rind the Pharaoh was drowned in its water. On

hearing this from the Jews, the Holy Prophet j_U J*

said, "We are more closely related to Musa than

you" and directed the Muslims to fast on the day of

"Anhura . lAbu Dawood)

It is also reported in a number of authentic tradi-

tions that in the beginning, fasting <m the day of

Ahura was obligatory for the Muslims, It was later

that the fasts of Ramadan were made obligatory and

the fast on the day of 'Ashurn' was mack optional

Sayyidah Wishah Jbi has said:

^ jlT $Lj*£> ^> Uii >L»

When the Holy Prophet
fljj

curne to Madinah, he

fasted on the doy of Ashore' and directed the

people to fast it. But when the fasts of Ramadan

were made obligatory, thv obligation of fasting

was confined to Humadan and the obligatory nn-
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turc of the fast of Ashura' was abandoned. One

can fast on this day, if he so wills, or can avoid

fasting, if he so wills.

However, the Holy Prophet ^ used to fast on the

day of Ashura' even after the fasting in Ramadan was

made obligatory. Abdull&h Ibis Mas' fid report*

that the Holy Prophet preferred the fast of "Ashura

to the fast of other days and preferred the fast of Ram-

adan to the fast of 'Ashura i Bukhari and Muslim)

In short, it is established through a number of au*

thentic ahadlth that fasting on tho day ofAshura
1

is

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet and makes one entitled

to a great reward.

According to another haditk, it is more advisable

that the fast of Ashura should either be prefixed or

suffixed by another fast. It moans that one should fast

two days: the 9th an 10th of Muharrara or the 10th

and 11th of it, Tho reason of this additional fast as

mentioned by the Holy Prophet g ks that the Jews

used to fast on the day of'AshurA alone, and the Holy

Prophet ^ wanted to distinguish the Islamic-way of

fasting from that of Jews, Therefore, he advised the

Muslims lo add another fast to that of Ashura'.

Some traditions signify another feature of the day

of'Ashura. According to these traditions one should be

more generous to his family by providing more food to

them on this day as compared to other days. These

traditions are not very authentic according to the sci-
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fcnCfi ftf haditk. Yet, some Scholars liko Baihaqi ami

Ibn Hibbait have accepted them as reliable.

What is mentioned above is- all that is supported

through authentic sources about As h urn. lluv. rww

there are some legends and misconceptions with re-

gard to Ashura. that have managed to find their way

into the minds of the ignorant, but have no support of

authentic Islamic sources, some very common of them

arc these:

This is the day in which Adam ^ was creat-

I'd,

This is the day in which Ibn 1 him ."iLJ'*-i* wus

born

This it live day in which Allah accepted the repen-

tance ofSayyidna Ibrahim
f
>uI *J*

This h the day on which the Qiyamah tdooms-day *

will take place.

Whoever takes bath in the day of Ashura' will

never get ill.

All thesu and orfi^f simihir whims nnd fanckiK are

totally baseless and the traditions referred to in this

Some people take it as Sutuiak to prepare a partic-

ular type of meal in the day of
AAshuta\ This practice,

too, has no basis \\\ the authentic Islamic sources,
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Ashura' to the martyrdom of Sayyidna Husain

i£» during his battle with the Syrian army. No doubt,

the martyrdom of Sayyidna Husain ^ Jji^jis one of

the Twist tragic episodes of our histor\ . Yet, the sancti-

fy of'Asfuirct' cannot be ascribed to this event for the

simple reason that the sanctity of 'Aehura' was estab-

lished during the days of the Holy Prophet
.x much

earlier than the birth of Sayyidna Husain ^ +

On the contrary, it is one of t he merits of Sayyidna

Husain that bin martyrdom took place on the day of

'Axhnra\

Another misconception about the month of Muhar-
ram is that it is an evil or unlucky month, for Sayyid-

na Husain was killed in it. It is for this misconception

that people avoid holding marriage ceremonies in the

month of Muharram. This is again a baseless concept

which is contrary to the express teachings of the Holy

Quran and the Sunnah. Such superstitions have been

totally negated by the Holy Prophet ^ . Ifthe death of

an eminent person, in it particular day renders thai,

day unlucky for al! times to come, one can hardly find

a day. free from this bad luck
;
out of 365 days of the

whole year, because each and every day has a history

or the demise of some eminent person. The Holy
Qur'an and the Sunwh of the Holy Prophet ^ have
made U-s free from such superstitious beliefs, and they

si i Quid deserve no attention,
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Another wrong practice related to this month is to

bald the lamentation arid mourning ceremonies in the

m-r > of martyrdom of SnyviiLn:= U^mu ^M^.
As mentioned earlier, the event of Karbala is on© of

the most tragic events of our history, but the Holy

Prophet ^ has forbidden us from hoLding the mourn-

ing ceremonies on the death of any person. The people

oi.Jahiiiyyo.il (Ignorance) used to mourn over their de^

ceased relatives or friends through loud lamentations,

by tearing their clothes and by beating their cheeks

and chests. The Holy Prophet & stopped the Muslims

from doing all this and directed them to observe pa-

tience by saying *J| u[j Ai w , A number of authen-

tic ah&dith are available on the subject- To quote only

onfi of them:

"lie is not from ou group who slaps bis cheeks,

lears his clothes and cries in the manner of the

people ofjahiliyyah,"

All the authentic jurists are unanimous on the

point that the mourning of Ibis type is absolutely Im-

permissible. Even Sayyidna Husain ^ *Li^ shortly

before his demise, had advised his beloved sister Sayy-

idah Zainab ^Jfl^not to mourn over his death in

this manner. He said:
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"My dear sister. L hw-uui- upmi v^'.l f h at you, in

case ] die. shall not tear your dollies, nor

scratch your face, nor curs* anyone for me or

prey for your death".

It is evident from this advice of Sayyidna" Husain

4ll is^j that this type of mourning is condemned even

by thu blessed person for the memory of whom these

mourning ceremonies are held. Every Muslim should

avoid this practice and abide by the teachings of tbn

Hol> Prophet Ai\ and his beloved grand child

Sayyidna Hu^in ^r
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The Month of

"3a far" is the second month in the Islamic calend-

er. It is one of ' Al -Ashhur-al-huruin " the four sancti-

fied moQths in which battle was prohibited in the days

of the Holy Prophet^ «JLr . However, no specific

mode of worship or other special rules art; set by the

Shari'ah to observe this month.
i

some people believe that this month is an unlucky

month, therefore, they avoid to hold marriage ceremo-

nies or any other happy gatherings in this month.

This belief is totally baseless and it il a part of the su-

perstitions rampant in the ignorant s of Arbia before

the advent of islam. The Holy Prophet ^ 4ii jl*

eradicated aM such superstitious beliefs. Specially in

the east' of the month of Safar, he expressly said.

(To hold* the month of Safsr [as unlucky J in

nothing.

Therefore, Muslims should not give ear to auch su-

perstition s. There is no problem in holding marriaea

ait. in tliis iiitnith.
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The Month of

RABI'UL-AWWAL

The month of Rabhil-Awwal is the most signifi-

cant month in the Islamic history, because humanity

has been blessed iti this month by the birth i^T the

Holy Prophet Muhammad . Before the birth of the

Holy Prophet ^ , not only the Arabian peninsula, but

were drowned in the darkness of ignorance, super si t>

tions, oppression and unrest. The Holy Prophet ^
came with the eternal truth of Tan hid ( Oneness of Al-

lah), the only faith which provides a firm basis for the

real concepts of knowledge, equity and pence. It waft

this faith which delivered humanity from ignorance

and superstition* and spread the light, of true knowl-

edge all over the world.

Thus the birth of the Holy Prophet & was the

man history. Had there been room in Islamic teach-

ings for the celebration of" birthdays or anniversaries!,

the birthday of the Holy Prophet ^ would have

undoubtedly deserved it more than the birthday of
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any other person.

But the nature of Islamic teachings is such that

i heir main stress is directed towards practical&m in-

stead of formalism- That is why. unlike Judaism,

Christianity and Hinduism, there are very few festi-

vals in Islam which provides for only two Bids

yEidulfrtr and Eidid-Adha) during the whole year. The

dates of these two Eids do not correspond to the birth-

day ofafty of the outstanding persons of Islamic histo-

ry, nor can their origin be attributed to any particular

event of history which had happened in these dates.

Both of these two Eids have heen prescribed for

paying gratitude to Allah on some happy events which

take place every year. The first event U the comple-

tion of tht! fasts of Ramadan and the second event is

the completion of Hajj, another form of worship re-

garded as one of the four pillars of Islam.

T h(! manner prescribed for the celebration of these

two FMs (Festivals) is also different from non-Islamic

festival. There ore no formal processions, illuming

tion or other activities showing formal happiness. On

the contrary, there are prayer congregation and infor-

mal mutual visits to each other which can give real

happiness instead of its symbols only.

On the other hand, Islam has not prescribed any

festival for the birthday of any person, however great

or significant he may be. The prophets of Allah are the
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persons of the highest status amongst all human be-

ings. But the Holy Prophet ^ or his noble companions

never observed the birthday or anniversary of any of

them. Even the birthday of the Holy Prophet ^ which

was the mo&t happy day for the whole mankind was

never celebrated by the Holy Prophet & himself, nor

by his blessed Companions.

The Companions of the Holy Prophet A£ remained

alive after him for about a century, but despite their

unparalleled and profound love towards the Holy

Prophet ^ ,
they never celebrated the birthday or the

death anniversary of the Holy Prophet , Instead,

they devoted their lives for promoting the cause of Is-

lam, for bringing his teachings into practice, for con-

veying his message to the four corners of the world

and for establishing; the Islamic order in every walk of

life.

In fact, commemorating the birth of a distin-

guished person has never been prescribed by any re-

ligion attributing itself to divine revelation. It was

originally a custom prevalent in pag;in communities

only. Even Christmas, the famous Christian feast

commemorating the birth of Josus Christ finds no

iiN-Hkin in the EliMi: or in tno early C.^ri^ i;m wnl

ings. It was only in the 4th century after the ascen-

sion of Jesus Christ that Christmas was recognized as

a regular Christian feast. To quote the Collier's Ency-

clopedia:
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"It is impossible to determine the exact date of

the birth of Christ, either ffotn the evidence of

the gospels, or from any sound tradition. Dur-

ing the first three centuries of the Christian era

there was considerable opposition in the Church

to the pagan custom of celebrating birthdays, al-

though there is some indication that a purely re-

ligious commemoration of the birth of Christ

was included in the feast of Epiphany. C lenient

of Alexandria, mentions the existence of the feast

in Egypt about the year A,D. 200 and i&.h have

some evidence that it was observed on various

dates in scattered areas. After the triumph of

Constantino, the Church at Rome assigned De-

cember 2o as the date for the celebration of the

feast, possibly about A.D. 320 or S53. By the

end of the fourth century the whole Christian

world was celebrating Christmas on that day,

with the exception of the Eastern Churches
,

where it was celebrated on January 6. The

choice of December 2{> was probably influenced

by the fact that on th:. ; diy the Romans cele-

brated the Mithraic feast of the Sun-God, and

that the Saturnalia (also came flt this time." (

Collier's Encyclopedia 1.934 ed. v. 6., p. 403).

A similar description of the origin of Christmas is

found in the Encyclopedia Britannica with some more

details. Its following passage will throw more light, on

the point;

" r

Christmas was not among the earliest festivals

of the Churchj and before the nth century there

was no general consensus of opinion as to when

it should conic in r.he calendar* whether on Jan.

6, March 25 or Dec, 25. The earliest identifka-
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a passage, otherwise unknown and probably

spurious, of the pbilos of Antioch (c.lSO^ pse-

aeryed in Latin by the Magdeburyg centuriators

(1, 3, 118), to the effect that the Gauls contended

that since they celebrated the birth of Lord on
Dec. 2E, so they ought to celebrate the resurrec-

tion on March 25. A passage, almost certainly

interpolated, in Hi prelates' (c. 202) commentaay
on Daniel iv, 23, says that Jesus was born at

Bethlehem on Wednesday, Dec. 25, in the 42nd
year of Augustus, but he mentions no feast, and
such a feast, indeed, would conflict with the

then orthodox ideas. As late as 245 Origin thorn

.

viii o]i Leviticus) repudiated the idea of keeping

the birthday of Christ "as if lie were a king Pha-
raoh". {Britannica, 1953 ed. v. 5, p.642)

These two extracts are more- than sufficient to

prove the following points:

1. The commemoration of birthdays was originally

a pagan custom , never recognized by a divine scrip-

ture or a prophetic teaching.

2. The exact date of the Birth of Sayyidna is

unknown and impossible to be ascertained.

3. The commemoration of the birth of Jesus Christ

was not a recognized practice in the early centuries of

the Christian history,

4. It was in the 4th or 5th century that it was rec-

ognized as a religious feast, and that, too, under the

influence of the pagans who worshipped Sun*God.
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5< These was a strong opposition against the com-

memorating the birthday by the early Christian schol-

ars like Origin, on the ground that it is originally a

custom ofpagans and idolaters.

In original Islamic resources also we cannot find

any instruction about the celebration of birthdays or

death anniversaries. Many Companions of the Holy

Prophet ^ pas sod away during his life-time. His be-

loved wife Sayyidah Khadijah Jji^ passed away

in Makkah. His beloved uncle Sayyidna Hamzah ^
^ waa brutally slaughtered during the battle of

Uhud. But the Holy Prophet ^ never observed their

birthday or their death anniversaries, nor did he ever

advise his followers to celebrate his own birthday in

Habi'ul-AwwaL

The reason for abstinence from such eel e bratton a

W that they divert the attention of people from the

real teachings of Islam towards the observance of

some formal activities only. Initially, these celebra-

tions may begin with utmost piety and with a bona
fide intention to pay homage to ji pious person. Yet

the experience shows that the celebration is ultimate-

ly mixed up with an element of merrymaking and re-

joicing and is generally confused with secular festi-

vals, and the secular, and often sinful activities creep

into it graduafly.

The example or Christmas will again be relevant.



This Christian feast Wfla originally innovated to»
memorate the birth of Jesu* Christ and, of course to
mmotfte his teaching, But once tho occasion hasWn recognized as a fe ast> all the secular element* of
f'ubNc festivals crept «n, The following quotation from
the Encyclopedia Britannia is worth attention:

"For centuries Christmas was solely a
church anniversary observed bymgm servic-
es, But as ChnsiJanity spread among the peopl*
ofpagan lands, many of the practices of the win-
ter solstice were blended with those of Chris-

ty because of the liberal ruling ofGregory I
the great, and the cooperation of the missioned
im Thus, Christmas became both r&imou* and
secular m its celebration, at time, revest at
others gay.*

Then, what kind of activities have been adopted to
.dobrato Christmas is mentioned in the ncart para-
1 n'O- n J-. r- ...1.' .1 .1 .-. , .IF-pn* oi mtm the following extract is more pdrtj.

nent here to quote:

"Merrymaking came to have a share in ChrEst-
was observance through popular enthusiasm
even while etopKa&jfc on the relipous please

r" the wholly deck^ ^at hall* of the feudal
lords, whose hos.pit*ii ty extended to all their
fiends, tenants and household, was sailing,
feasting, singing and games, dancing, masque-
rading and Bummer presenting pantomimes
and masques were all part of the festivities."

(Encyclopedia Britannicn, iM v. 5, p . 643)
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This is enough to show as to how an apparently

innocent feast of reverence was converted into a secu-

lar festival whore the merrymaking and seeking en-

joyment by whatever means took preference over all

the religious and spiritual activities.

Being fully aware of this human psychology, Islam

has never prescribed, nor encouraged the observance

of birthdays and imnivi-r^aricc. and when such cele-

brations are observed as a part of the religion they are

totally forbidden. The Holy Qur'an has clearly pro-

nounced on the occasion of the last Hajj of the Holy

prophet :

Today, 1 bftW eomploted (the teachings nfl your

religion.

It means that all the teachings ofIslam were com-

municated to die Muslims through the Holy Qur'an

and the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet & .
No one is al-

lowed after it to add any thing to them as a part of re-

ligion. What was not a part of religion during the life-

time of the Holy Prophet £ can never form part of it

at any following ttBSasMwt. Such additions are

termed by the Holy Prophet #.as Bid'ah or inno-

vation.

Thus, the observance of the 12th ^uVul-Awa!

as a religious feast is not warranted by any verse of

the Holy Qnrmi or by any leaching of the Holy
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l'in]ihi:'i 1 1, id M \n*.n a pun of tin* religion it would

hliVG been clearly ordered or practiced by the Holy

Prophet vt nm* n ' s blGSSW1 companions or, at least, by

their immediate pupils. Bat no example of the cele-

lu.iliun of the occasion can be traced oat in the early

eonturiesof the islamic history. It was after centuries

ii' 'I ^niio monarch s started observing the 12th of

ftitht'uhAwwal as the birthday of the Holy Prophet

without ;i 1
1 and rdik'ious basis, and the congregations

in the name ofMautood or Milad were held where the

hi*lory of the birth of the Holy Prophet g used to be

"• led. The observance of the 12th of this month as

the birthday of the Holy Prophet & is not only an in-

ii'W it ion having no basis in the Islamic teachings, but

the accuracy of this date as the real birthday of the

I Ink Prophet ^ is also very much doubted. There arc

dlfforent dates suggested in different traditions, and

1 1 :ijm iu nf the ruttbdnifc scholars is inclined to

h>.ld that the Holy Prophet & was born on the 9th of

li ibl'uI-Awwal. This difference of opinion is another

. Mlr'iuv to prove that the observance of the birthday

iw nut a part of the religion, otherwise Ha exact date

i hava been preserved with accuracy.

I In- life «f the Holy Prophet ^ is, no doubt, the

I Important source of guidance for all the Mus-

lim*, and every Muslim is under an obligation to learn

ftinl study the events of his lfe
f
and to follow the prac-

lii il e*nmplo net by film in every sphere of life, The
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I'M? rai i:n r." his pious l

j:c:j- r:i pky :.tbe S -nh i m itself

is a pious act which invites the divine blessings, but

the Holy Quran and the Surmah have not prescribed

a particular time or method for it. This pious act

slifi-:iid :n; |K:ji(ii [LL(!c3 in Ml \\ v momhs mul in ill] \.hv

times. The month of Rabi'ul-Awwal has not been tak-

en by the Shariah as a special season for holding such

congregations to commemorate the birth or life of the

Holy Prophet ^ . It is thus an innovation (Bid/ah) to

restrict the Seerah meetings to the month of Rabrul-

Awwal only, or to believe that the meetings held in

this month are worthy of more reward than the meet-

ings held on any other date during the year. In fact,

the Companions of the Holy Prophet ^ used to com-

memorate the life of the Holy Prophet throughout

the year, not only by studying and conveying his mes-

sage to others, but also by following his way of life and

acting upon his teachings in each and every branch of

their activities, and this is exactly what a Muslim is

required and supposed to do. By this we do not moan
that the Seerah meetings should not be hold in the

month of Babi'ul-AwwaL The point is only that they

should not be restricted to it, nor should it be believed

that the Sharifh has laid any kind of emphasis on

holding such meetings in this particular month.

Another point which shoukl always be kept in

mind while holding such meetings that they must be

in complete conformity with the rules of Shariah. A
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Muslim is supposed to abide by the rules of Shariah
in all his activities. But at J east the meetings held in

the memory of the Holy Prophet ^ should be free

from all the acta forbidden by the Shariah.

It Is often observed, especially in the Western
countries, that the people hold the Seerah meetings
where men and women sit together without observing
the rules of hijab proscribed by the Shariah. The
teachings ofthe Holy Prophet ^ are obviously against
audi mixed gatherings. How can a Seerah meeting
bring fruit* where such fundamental teachings ofthe
Shariah are openly violated?

In some meetings the N"a'ts (poems) in the memo-
ry of the Holy Prophet ^ are recited by the women be-

fore the male audience, sometimes with music, which
in totally against the instructions of the Holy Prophet

jfc .
It is clearly prohibited by the Shariah to hold such

meetings or to participate in them, because it is not

onl> a violation ofthe Shariah rules, but it amounts to

outraging the sanctity of the Seerah of the Holy

All oiher activities, often practiced on the
twelfth of Rabrul-Awwaljiko holding procession^

J '"<-fing the artificial, tombs of the Holy Proph^
'

1

$ Mid illumination of the buildings and the roads
mi warranted by any rule of the Shariah, Rather

th«) li d baaed on conscious or unconscious imitation
"

; "" »*-h oi- religions. No example of such activi-



ties can be traced out from the. earlier Islamic hisot'y.

What is really important with regard to the Holy

Prophet g£ is, firstly , to follow his teachings, and sec-

ondly to make his pious Seerah available to every

Muslim
?
to preserve it in the hearts of the Muslims

from the very childhood, to educate the family mem-
bers to run their lives according to it and to hold it as

the most glorious example of the human conduct the

universe has ever witnessed - and all this with ut-

most love and reverence, not manifested by some for-

mal activities only, but also through actual behaviour

of following the Sunnah. This cannot be done by

merely holding processions and illuminating the

walls. This requires constant and consistent efforts

and a meaningful programme of education and train-

ing.



THE MONTH OF
RABPUL-THANI





The Month of

This month is also called "Rabi\il-'akhir". No spe-

cific function or worship has been prescribed by the

Sharj'nh in this month. However, some people takr

the 11th of this month as (lie anniversary of Shaikh

Abdulqadir aWilani -J* Jlii^j
, th<* great sufi and one

of the most pious person* of our history. On this as-

sumption, thc*i poopl^ mok some special types of

meals and distribute them among their acquaintants.

Some of them believe that this practice pleases the

= 'ul of tin- Shaikh JL" *— j and he will help us in ful-

filling our worldly needs or in reaching our mundane
or spiritual goals.

This practice is totaly baseless for a number of

reasons:

Firstly* it is not historically proved with certainty

I hat the Shaikh ^^li^j died on the 11th of this

month, Some historians claim that he died on £>th and

wine of them hold thai he died on 17th.

WetJondly, even if it is proved that he had died on
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1̂ 1th of this month
t
the observation of anniversaries is

not recognized by the Shari
H

nh, as we have explained

it with more details earlier while discussing the

month of RabiuUawwal.

Thirdly, if the practice is based on the belief that

the sou! of the Shaikh will bi_' plensed by it and will

help us in our worldly affairs, it is totally an erroneottft

idea and may amount to shirk'.

Fourthly, evofl if these nets are performed for the

purpose oVtsat-al-thmcab only, there is no reason why

a specific date is fixed for this purpose, and why the

Fifthly, the 'U&hal-thawab' can be conceived

where an ibadah (act of worship) is done like sadn-

t\tth t but here in thus practice normally

tributed among the well ofT relatives or friends and

not among the poor, It means that I bore is no inten-

tion to perform an 'ibadah

.

Sixthly, if soma mundane benefits are sought by

this practice, no thawab is supposed to be achieved.

How can it be an act of'Isal-at-thawabt

In short, looked at from any angle, this custom

does not fit in the recognized principles of Shari'ah.

Therefore, il nhouhl lv abandoned in iim> case.

It must be remembered, however, that what we

have said does not mean that one cannot make an
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Isahal-thawab to the Shaikh Abdulqudir Jilani. In

fact the txal-al-th&W&b is a recognised practice in Shfi-

ri'ah. It becomes more commendable if it is done in fa-

vor of a pious person, like Shaikh Abdulqadir Jiloni.

Bui. ii should not be restricted to a particular date or a

particular act A Muslim can moke Ispl-al-thaw&b to

the Minikin uny day and ibi '.uij.h imy act of worship,

>iki- !! i I'll iiv c\v
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THE MONTH OF
JUMADA-AL-'UIA— — -

And
JUMADA-AL-'UKHRA
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The Month of

JUMADA-AL-'UIA

And
JUMADA-AL-'UKHRA

Both these monthy have no special rules, nor are

there any specific customs practiced by the Muslim

people in these months.



THE MONTH OF
RAJAB
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The Month of

RAJAB

Rajah is the seventh month in the islamic lunar

L-iilmitlar. ['hi* in- 1
1 :\ ;\ - regarded ns one ol the.

cied months iAIAshhttralhurum) in which battles

were prohibited in the days of the Holy Prophet ^ . It

is also deemed to be a prelude to the month of Ham-
adan, because the month Ramadan follows it after the

intervening month of SluVbfin, Therefore, when the

J Inly Prophet ^ sighted the; moon of Rajab, he used to

pray Allah in the following words:

O Allah, make the mouLhs of Ksijab and

Sha'ban blessed for us, and let us roach the

month of Riuiiad&n (j,e. prolong our life

upto Ramadan, so that we may benefit

from its merits and blessings?.

Although the month of Rajab has aforesaid merits,

yet no spoi ific way of worship has been prescribed In

the Shari'ah in this month. However, some people

have invented some special rituals or practices in this

month which are not supported by reliable resources
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of the Shari'ah or are based on some unauthentic tra-

ditions. We would like to explain here the correct posi-

tion about them.

L. Celebration of Lai /(tint Mi'raj

li \ a generally believed that the great event of

Mi'raj {ascension of the Holy Prophet to the heav-

ens) took place in the night of 27th of Rfljab. There-

fore
h
some people celebrate the night as "Lai la tut-

Mi'raj' < the night of ascension to heavens).

Indeed, the event of mi'raj was? one of the most re-

markable episodes in the life of our beloved Holy

Prophet ft - He was called by Almighty Allah. He

travelled from Makkah to Baitul-Maqdis and from

there he ascended the heavens through the miracu-

lous power of Allah. He was honoured with a direct

contract with his Creator at a place where even the

angels had no excess. This was the unique honour con-

ferred by Allah to the Holy Prophet alone. It was

the climax of the spiritual progress which is not at*

;Unu.i l>y anybody except him. No doubt the night in

which ho was blessed with thia unparalleled honour

was one of the great nights in the history of this

world, But, as wo haw explained in our discussion

about the month of Rabi'ul-awwal, Islam has its own

principles with regard to the historic and religious

events. Its approach about observing festivals and cel-

ebrating days and nights is totally different from the

approach of other religions. The Only Quran and the
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Simnah of the Holy Prophet £ did not prescribe any

Festival or any Cekbr&tion to cammemo rate an event

I
I
in the past, however remarkable it might have

I Hi Instead, Islam has. prescribed two annua! cele-

brations only, One is Eid-ul-Fitr and the other is Eid-

til At/ho, Both of these festivals have been fixed at a

'i.ifti on which the Muslims accomplish a great 'ih&dak

< wr»rship> every year. Eid-ul-Fitr has been prescribed

after the fasts of Ramadan, while Eid ut-Adha has

hiH'n fixed when the Muslims perform the Haij annu-

ally. None of these two eids is designed to commemo-

ivtli- pari iuitar i'v( nl uf l.hc
i

. . i

^

l hic-i h;i> hap-

pened in those dates. This approach is indicative of

the fact that the real occasion for a happy celebration

is Ihi: day in which the celebrntora themselves have

accomplished remarkable work through their own ac-

hve effort. As for the accomplishments of our ances-

1'irs, their commemoration should not be restricted to

a particular day or ni^ht. Instead, their accomplish-

n m i i
Pi must bo remembered every day in the practical

Mi- hy observing their teaching* and following the

KM'jil examples they have set for us.

Keeping this principle in view, the following

pi ii ills should be remembered with regard to the

1 1) We cannot say with absolute certainty in which

"ii M the great event of mVraj had taken place. Al-

Ihouuh Home traditions relate this event to 27th ni^ht



of the month of Rajah, yet there are other traditions

which suggest some other dates, Al-Zurqani, the fa-

mous biographer of the Holy Prophet has referred

to five different views in this respect: Rabi'-ul-aww&l,

Rabr-ul-'ikhir, Rajab, Ramadan and Shawwal 1
, L&ter,

while discussing different traditions, ho has added a

sixth opinion, that the mi'raj took place in the month

of Zulhijjah.
2

Allama Abdulhaq Mubadditb Dehlawi, the

well-known scholar of the Indian sub-continent, has

wrillnn 'i doinilisl bunk on I lit! im-nls uf Mamie

months. While discussing the 'Lailatul-mi'roj' he has

mentioned that most of the scholars are of the view

that the event of mi'r&j took place in the month of

Ramad&n or in Rabi r

ul-awwal. ^

(2) It is also not certainly known in which year the

event a£Mi e

raj had taken place. There are a number of

views mentioned in the books of history which suggest

a wide range between the fifth-year and the twelfth

year after the Holy Prophet ^ * .i^Jjiju? was

entrusted with prophethood,4

Now, if it is assumed that the event of Mlroj took

place in the fifth year of his prophethood, it will mean
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1 1
1
lit the Holy Prophet ^ remained in this world for

i-itfhteen years after tins event. Even if it is presumed

Ihiit the ml'raj took place in the twelfth, year of his

prophethood, his remaining life-time after this event

would be eleven, years. Throughout this long period,

which may range between eleven years and eighteen

yfflrs, the Holy Prophet ^ never celebrated the event

of >nVraj, nor did he give any instruction about it. Ko

one can prove that the Holy Prophet * ever per-

formed some specific modes of worship in a night call-

ing it the "Lailatiri'-mi'raj' or advised has followers to

nsmniemorate the event in a particular manner.

C3] After the demise of the Holy Prophet & also,

no one of his companions is reported to celebrate this

night as a night of special acts of worship. They were

the true lovers of the Holy Prophet ^ and had devoted

I heir lives to preserve every minute detail of the sim-

nak of the Holy Prophet ^> and other Islamic teach-

ing. Still, they did not celebrate the event of rnVraj in

.'i particular night in a particular way.

All these points go a long way to prove that the

i Miration of the 27th night of Hajab, being the laila-

tui-mi'raj has no basis in the Sunnah of the Holy

I Vuphet ^ or in the practice of his noble companions,

line] it been a commendable practice to celebrate this

flight* the exact date of this event would have been

pi

i

'sitml accurately by the Ummah and the Holy

I topMl ij£ and his blessed companions would have



given, specific directions for it.

Therefore, it is not a Sunnuh to celebrate the

'Laifattd-mi'raj\ We cannot take any practice asasf^i-

nah by our own emotions, unless it is established

through authentic sources that the Holy Prophet ^ or

his noble Companions have recognized it as such, oth-

erwise it may become a bid'ak about which the Holy

Prophet g> lias observed in the following words:

Whoever invents something in our religion

which is not a p&rt of it, it is to be rejected.

Being mindful of this serious warning, we should

appreciate that the 27th night of the month of Hajab is

not like 'Lailatul-qadr* or 'Lailatul-bara'ak' For which

special merits have been mentioned expressly either

by the Holy Quran or by the Holy Prophet i£ .

However all the recognized modea of 'ibadah

(worship) like salah, recitation of the Holy Q.ur'an,

dhikr, etc. are commendable any time, especially in

the late hours of night, and obviously the 27th night of

Rajab is not an exception. Therefore, if someone per-

forms* any recount zed 'ibadah in this night from this

point of view nothing can stop him from doing so, and

ho will be entitled to the thaw&h (reward allocated for

that recognised 'ibadah insha-Allah. But it is not per-

missible to believe that performing 'ibddah in this

night is more meritorious or carries more thawab like



'LailaiuL-qadr' or 'LaiLatul-bara'ah\ because this belief

is not ba&ed on any authentic venae or on a sunnah of

the Holy Prophet ^ , Similarly, it is not a correct

practice to celebrate this night on a collective scale

and to invite people to special ritual congregations,

(4) Some people suggest some special modes of

worship to be performed M this night. Since no special

mode of worship is prescribed by the Shari'ah in this

night, these suggestions are devoid of any authority

and should not be acted upon.

It is believed by some that the Muslims should

keep fast on 27th of Rajah, Although there are some

traditions attributing special merits to the fast of this

day yet the scholars of MdUh have held these tradi-

tions as very weak and unauthentic reports which

cannot be sufficient to establish a rule of Shari'nh. On

the contrary, there is an authentic report that Sayvid-

ua kUmar ^ JJI used to forbid people from fasting

on this day
s
rather to compel them to oat if they harl

h l:arted fasting.

It should be borne in mind here that a "nafl' fast

can be observed any day (except the sis prohibited

lavs of the year}, therefore, fasting on 27th of Rajab is

not prohibited in itself. What is prohibited is the belief

that fasting on this day is more meritorious than fast-

mi
r
in other normal days. One should not fast in this

i\t\y with this belief. But if someone fasts therein, be*

Having it to be a normal tiaft fast, there is no bar
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against it.

Sacrifice, iquvbani) in the month of linjjib

In the days of ignorance {jahiliyyah) the Arabs

used to offer the sacrifice of a goat in tho month of

Rajab. This sacrifice used to be called "Atlrah' or

Rojabiyyah'. This sacrifice was offered in the name of

different so-called gods and their icons. In the begin-

ning of Islam, thin custom was retained, but the Mus-

lims modified it by offering the sacrifice of 'AtiraJi in

i hc name of Allah instead of the false gods. But final-

ly, this custom was abandoned and the Holy Prophet

prohibited the offering oVAtirah. In a tradition of

Sayyidna Abu Hurairah aid JUJ^i
,
reported by both al-

ftukhnri and Muslim, the I ioly Prophet ^ has said:

»^ % f$ *

Fara* is no thing and 'Atirak is ne thing.

Abu Hurairah Jji has explained in the same

tradition that 'Fara" was the first child of a she-camel

Whenever a she-camel delivered its first child, the Ar-

>*\is ustitl to sacrifice it in the name of their so^alled

gods, while the Atirah' was a goat used to be sacri-

ficed in the month of Rajab. since the Holy Prophet ^fe

stopped both these customs
h
'Atirah i& no longer a rec-

ognized practice.

'Umrah in the month of Rajab

Ibn 'Abidin, tho well-known scholar of the Islamic

jurisprudence, has mentioned that the people of Mak-
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kjih lin his days* used to perform 'umroh in the month

of Rajab. Perhaps they udieved that performing

'umrah in this month is more meritorious than in oth-

er month?. Then Ibn 'Abidin himself has rejected the

;iuLhenticity of this practice, because no tradition id

the Holy Prophet £ ia found to this effect. Conversely

Sayyidah 'A ishah l+a* 4JI^ has expressly negated the

presumption by saying that the Holy Prophet £j never

performed an 'umrah in the month of Rajab (Sahth

Muslim l:d09j

However. Ibn 'Abidin has quoted a narration that

Abdullah ibn Zubair ^ JJ<^ completed the renova-

tion of Ka'lmh short ly before 27th of Rajab, and as a

sifjn of gratefulness he performed umrah and slaugh-

tered some animals, But this report cannot form the

basis of a recognized annual practice, firstly because

the report is not very authentic, and secondly because

it does not mention that Abdullah ibn Zubair *u*

had adopted it as a continuing practice. At the most,

he performed 'umrah once as a sign of gratefulness on

iht! completion of Ka'bah, It does not mean that he

performed it as a characteristic ofthe month of Rajab.

Therefore, performing 'Umrah in this month is like

performing it in any other month and no specml merit

can be attached to it merely because it has been per-

\\w\yuk\ in i i . .ihiiiI h . i r Kajab

The Salah of >YRagha'ib f

Another special mode of worship attributed by
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some people to this month is the Saiah antaghai'b.

According to the custom of &uch people , this Salah is

performed in the night of first Friday of the month of

Rajah. The Saiah of Raghaib is said to consist of

twelve rak'ats to be purformed in pairs with sbc

sniams, and in each rak at the surah al-qadr is recited

throe times followed by the Surahal-ikhlds.

This type of Saiah is also not based on nny sound

source of Shari'ah. Therefore, almost all the jurists

and scholars 0 f Shari'ah have held that the Salah of

Raghaib is a baseless practice and it is not permissible

as a recognized practice of this month. It is true that

there is a tradition, iifin-.itt'd by Uuzin, the author of

a book of hadith, which attributes the origin of this

practice to the Holy Prophet but almost all the

scholars of the sconce of hadith have held it to be ab-

solutely unauthentic. Therefore, no importance can bo

attached to it.

Distribution of Breads:

Another baseless prm-in^ in tin- month of Rajah is

that the people bake special types of breads and, after

reciting some verses and prayers on them, distribute

them aiming their friends and neighbours, This cus*

torn h;>« tu t] ditfW'< Lut shapes.

1 1. In some communities, this custom is celebrate!

on 17th of Rajab cu the assumption that Sayyidna Ali

was born on 11th of Eajob and the 17th of
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Rajab is the day on which his 'Aquiya (Shaving of his

head) was performed In order to celebrate this hup pr-

event, the breads of some special type are prepared

and after reciting Surah Almulk on them, they are

distributed among the relatives and friends. These

breads are generally called "breads of Tabarak" be-

mm. Surah Almulk is usually recited on them.

This practice is baseless because it is never proved

that Sayyidna Ali m <Jh ^->j was born on 11th of Rajab

or that his Aquiqa was performed on 17th of this

month and, as explained earlier, even if these events

arc proved to have happened in those days, their com-

numeration through these specific rituals is not war-

ranted by the Shari'ah.

2). A more common, practice of this type is ob-

served on 22nd of Rajab whereby some bread*

meals of a special type are prepared and

among the people. Since these special meals are usual-

ly placed in some bowls made of clay, the custom is

usually known as "Kmmda ", an Urdu equivalent of

such bowls, It is usually believed that the custom is

designed to make *i$6i~at-thawAb to the soul of Sayyid-

ua Jafar Al-Sadiq who himself has directed his follow-

ers to observe this custom and has promised them

that whoever observes it, his desires will be fulfilled.

All these assumptions also have no basis at all,

neither historically, nor according to the principles of

Khari'ah, In fact, the date of 22nd of Rajab has? no con-
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corn whatsoever with Sayyidna Jafar al-Sadiq »j

According to the historians, he was born on 8th of

Ifciftmadnn 80 A ll. and died in Shawwal 148 A.H. No

life of Sayyidna Jafar al-Sadiq is

ive Happened on this date.

The people believing in the custom refer to a

coined story mentioned in an unauthentic book namt?d

"Dastaan-€'AJeeh'\

Briefly stated, the gist of the story i* that a poor

woodcutter lived in Madinah in the days of Jafar Al-

Sadiq, He went abroad to earn his livelihood- His wire

was employed in the house of Die Prime Minister.

Once she wjis cleaning the con ft yard of the Prime

Minister when Sayyidna Jafar al-Sadiq passed by bar.

It was 22nd of Rajab. He advised her to bake some

ads of a special type and make i$al-ai*sawab to

him. According to this story, he promised her that if

her dettire is not fulfilled after this practice, s-he can

catch hold of him at the doom's day. On hearing this,

a vow that if her husband will come

customs of "Koonda". On the same day her husband,

who was in another country, fount] a valuable treasure

in the earth and came back with it to Madinah where

he established himself as a rich man and started liv-

ing in a magnificent castle. When his wife told the sto-

ry to the wife of the Prime Minister, she disbelieved

her and because of this disbelief, she and her bus-



band, the Prime Minister, were punished by Allah. He

was removed by the king from the prime ministership

and was imprisoned in a jail and was ordered to be

hanged. While being in the prison, the wife of the

Prime Minister remembered that she had disbelieved

the story of Jafar al-Sadiq told to her by her maid-

u-rvant Mini their misery mitfht be the punishment of

their disbelief. On this point, she and her husband re-

pented before Allah and made a vow to observe the

custom of "Koonda ', if they arc released from the jail.

After they made such a vow, the whole scenario of the

events changed suddenly. The king released the Prime

Minister from the jail and reinstated him on his for*

mer position.

As it can be seen by any reasonable person, this

story is totally forged on the face of it. The person who

has coined this story did not even know that Madinah

1

1

-

m J iHivn- .:, km- . IVn.. Mjiiisl:^-. All the Mn-iiin

rulers were named as caliphs and had no Prime Min-

islcr at all. In the days of Umayyas, their capit al was

Damascus and in the days of Abbasis, their perma-

nent seat was in Baghdad.

It is ironical that the story of such a woodcutter is

not even known to anybody in Madinah nor in any city

of the Arab countries. No Arabic book has ever re-

li'M-L'tl to it. It has no mention except in an Urdu book

'Dastaan-e-Ajeeb', the author of which is unknown.

Que can easily see that a custom based on such u ial-
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lacious and mythical story can never be an Islamic

custom. 1<dam has always been far away from .such su-

perstitions.

The it? fore, this baseless custom should completely

be avoided by the true Muslims. Some historians have

opined that in fact, this custom has been coined by

• r ; i r o .
:-

f"
1 h

.

l demise of Sayyidna MuAiwlyah whom they

take as I heir biggest enemy. They took that date as a

happy occasion and made the Sunni Muslims also to

celebrate it on the pretest of the above mentioned sh>

ry.

Be: that as it may, it is evident that such customs

have crept into the Muslim society by their long asso-

ciation with Hindus who commemorate different his-

torical events of their religion in the like manner. The

Lhey hit not only mi invciiurm of i-iiMiviTii'i' luu ah-*;

the imitation of non-Muslims in their religious rituals.

No doubt the ""hat-al-thamth' to the soul of a deceased

Muslim, and particularly to a pious person is not only

permissible but also a commendable practice but the

Hhari'ah has not prescribed a particular date, nor a

particular mode to do so. If someone wants to make

' Isat-at thawab" to Sayyidna 'Ali *Im^ or to JaTar-

al-Sadiq Jli-u^ , he can do it any day & by performing

any act of worship, like Salah, fast. Sadaqah, dhikr

etc There is no reason why it should be restricted to n
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special type of meal or bread distributed in a particu-

lar date:. What makes this practice worse is the fact

that the people accustomed to this practice deem it as

necessary as a fard (obligation); rather they treat it as

more necessary than fard beenuse they do net tare to

perform the obligatory saiah or to fulfil) the rights of

men nbligated on tin-in, but they are very stricl and

punctual to perform these activities. Moreover, if a

person does not observe this practice, they reproach

him and call him with bad names. Such behavior

makes this custom 1 hid'ah which is condemned by the

ttoly Prophet ^ as a misguidance. Therefore, the

Muslims must abandon all such practices and KfmuLd

not cling to it only because it has been the practice of

l:r! i -ML.U1V Imj n\u\\\ years A Muslim is Mippns-ed to

follow the dictates of Shari'ah and not the practice of

the society, if it violates any of its principles,

('miclusmn

The upshot of the above discussion is that the

of worship or a ritual in any one of its dates. However.

In'iutf a prologue to the month ef Ramadan it should

be nv/iiled nf tor preparing oneself for Ramadan and

one should pray Allah to make him reach the blessed

uifMUh and to benefit, from its unique merits.
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The Month of

SHA'BAN

The month of Sha'ban is one of the meritorious

months for which we find some peculiar instruct ions

in the sunrtah of the Holy Prophet , It is reported in

the authentic ahadith that the Holy Prophet ^ used

to fast most of the month in Sha'ban. These fasts were

not obligatory on him but Sha'ban is the month imme-

diately preceding the month of Ramadan. Therefore,

some preparatory measures are suggested by the Holy

Prophet ^ through his oral instructions and his prac-

tice. Some of these arc given below;

1. The blessed Companion Anas t&M^j reports

that the Holy Prophet jg was asked,

"Which fast 13 the moat meritorious after the

fasts of Ramadan?'' He replied, "Fasts of

Sha'ban in honour of Ramadan." *

2, Tlie Messed Companion Usam a ihn Zaid Aji^
& reports that he asked the Holy Prophet Jg

:

"Messenger of Allah, 1 have seen you fasting in
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the month of Sha'ban so frequently that I have
never seen you fasting in any other month,"

The Holy Prophet ^ replied:

"That (Sha'ban,) is a month between Rajab and
Ramadan which is neglected by many people,
And it is a month in which an account of the
deed? (of human beings) is presented before the
Lord of the universe, go, I wish that my deeds be
presented at a time when I am in a state of fast-

ing" 1

I, Ummul Mu*mineen 'Aishah M-^ says
?

"The Holy Prophet |£ used to fast in the whole
of -Sha'ban. I said to him, 'Messenger of Allah

t
is

the month of Sha'ban your most favourite month
to fast?' He said, 'In this month Allah prescribes
the list of the persons dying this year. There-
fore, I like that my death comes when r am in a
atate of fasting." 2

4. In another Tradition she says,

"fhe Holy Prophet ^ would sometimes begin to

fast continuously until we thought he would not
stop fasting, and sometimes, he used to stop fast-

ing until we thought he would never fast. J

never saw the Messenger of Allah ^ fasting a
complete month, except the month of Ramadan,
and I have never seen htm fasting in a month
more frequently than he did in Sha'ban ' a

5. In another report she saya
r

1-



"I neve

i

1 saw the Messenger of Allah fasting

in a month so prirfuaejy a a lie did in the month
of Shaman. He used to fa&t in that month leav-

ing only a few days, rather, he ua.ed to fast al-

most the whole of the month-'' 1

6. Ummul-Mu'mineeri Umm Saimah Jbi^

"I have never seen the Messenger of Allah fast-

ing for two months eontinously except in the

months of Sha'ban and Ramadan, '

2

These reports indicate that fasting in the month of

Sha'ban, though not obligatory, is so meritorious that

the Holy Prophet^ did not like to miss it.

But it should foe kept in mind that the fasts of

Sha'ban are for those persona only who arc ca-

pable of keeping them without causing deficien-

cy in the obligatory fasts of Ramadan. There-

fore, if one fears that after fasting in Sha'ban, he

will lose strength or freshness for the fasts of

Ramadan and will not be able to fast in it with

fre&hneaa, he should not fast in the month of

Sha'ban, because the fasts of Ramadan, being

obligatory, are more important than the optional

fasts of Sha'ban. That is why the Holy Prophet

^ himself has forbidden the Muslims from fast-

ing one or two days immediately before the com-

mencement of Ramadan. The blessed Compan-
ion Abu Hurairab JUi^ reports the Holy

Prophet ^* to have said,
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' Do not fast after the fkst half of the month of

Sha'ban has gone." 1

According to another report the Holy Prophet ^
has said:

"Do not precede the month of Ramadan with one

or two fasts"
2

The gist of the above- quoted ahddltk is that the

Holy Prophet himself used to fast most of the

month of sha'ban, because he had no apprehension of

weakness or weariness before the commencement of

Ramadan, As for others, he ordered them not to fast

after the 15th of Sha'ban for tire fear that they would

lose their strength and freshness before Ramadan

starts, and would not be able to welcome the month of

Ramadan with enthusiasm.

The Night of bara^h

Another peculiar feature of the month of Sha'ban

is that it consists of a night which is termed in Sha-

rfah as "Layiaitd-hara^h" (The night of freedom from

Fire), This is the night occuring between 14th and

15th day of of Sha'ban. Ther are certain Traditions of

Mm-: I id v Prophet ht, to prove that it is> ?, mc-rilo-icus

night in which the people of the earth are attended by

special divine mercy, some of these Traditions are

quoted as follows:
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h Ummul-Mumine @ n 'Aishah J."^ is report-

eel to have said,

"Once the Holy Prophet ^ performed the salah

of the night (Tahajjud) and made a very long

Sajdah until 1 feared that he hat passed away*

WUmn I saw this, I rose [from my bed) and
nvoyed his thumb ftp ascertain, whether he is.

alive), The thumb moved, and I returned (to my
place}. Then I heard him baying in Sajdah,

—ij J(i Llili US'

'I seek refuge of Your forgiveness from Your
punish merit , and 1 seek refuge of Your pleasure

from Your annoyance, and I seek Your refuge

from Yourself. I cannot praise You as fully as

You deserve. You are exactly gg You have de-

fined Yourself

Thereafter, when be raised his head from Sajdah

and finished his salah, he said to me: "'Aishah, did you

think that the Prophet has betrayed you?" r said, "No,

0 prophet of Allah, but I apprehended that your soul

has been taken away because your Sajdah was very

Jong." Re ask fid me. "Do you know which night ia

fchfcr I said, "Allah and His Messenger know best."

Be eaid; "This is the night of the halfof Sha'baii. Allah

Almightly looks upon His slaves in this night and for-

gives the Be who seek forgivenes and bestows His rner-

1 v upon those who pray for mercy but keeps those who
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have malice (against a Muslim) as they wer before

(and does not forgive them unlss they relieve them-

selves from malice). L

2. In another Tradition Sayyidah 'Aishah JJl^
has reported that the Holy Prophet^ has said,

'Allah Almightiy descends (in a manner He best

knows it) in the ni^hl. occuring in the middle of

Sha'ban and forgives a large number of people

more than the number of the fibres on the sheep

of the tribe, Kalb," 2

Kalb was a big tribe the members of which had

avery iarge number of sheep. Therefore, the last sen-

tence of the hadith indicates the big number of the

people who are forgiven in this night by Allah Al-

mighty.

3. In yet another Tradition, she has reported the

Holy Propet^j -Jx JUi J^to have said,

"This is the middle Night of Sha'ban. Allah frees

in it u. large number of tbe people from Fire,

more than the number of the hair growing on

the sheep of the tribe, Kalb. Bul lit! dues not

even look at a person who associates partners

with Allah; or at a person who nourishes malice

in bis heart {against someone),, or at a person

who cuts off the ties of womb-relations, or at a

man who leaves his clothes extending beyond

hi& ankles (as a sign of pride)> or at a person

L it £ r

r

t ^jauu v*Mj 'J* Jifc >W !
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who disobeys his parents, or at a person who

has a habit of drinking wine/' 1

4, Sayyidna Mu'adh ibn Jabal <LnM^ reports

that the Holy Prophet jj£ has sai&

"Allah Almighty looks upon all those created by

Mm in the middle Night of Sha'ban and forgive a

all those created by Him, except the one who as-

sociates partners with Him or thq one who has

ma lux: in his heart (against a Muslim/ -

2

Although the chain of narrators of some of these

Traditions suffrs with some minor technical defects,

yet when all thewe traditions are combined together, it

becomes clear that this night has some merits peculiar

to it, and observing this night as a sacred night is not

a baseless concoction as envisaged by some modern

scholars who, on the hasis of these minor defects, have

night. In fact, some of those Traditions have teen held

by some scholars of hadith as authentic arid the de-

fects in the chain of same others havo been treated by

them as minor technical defects which, according to

the science of hadith, are curable by the variety of

their ways of narration.

That is why the elders of the ummak have con-

stantly been observing this night as a night of special

merits and have been spending it in worship and
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What should bo done in this night?

In order to observe the Night of Bara'ah, one
should remain awakened in this night as much as he
can. If someone has better opportunities, he should
spond the whole night in worship and prayer. Howev-
er, if one cannot do go for one reason or another, he
can select a considerable portion of the night, prefer-

abJy of the second half uf it for this purpose, and
should perform the foilwing acta of worship;

Ui) Salak: Salah is the most preferable tat to be
performed in this night. There is rio particular number
of Rak'at but preferably it should not bo less than
eight. It is also advisable that each part of the salah
like qiyam, ruhoo' and sajdah should be longer than
normal The longest surahs of the Holy Qur'an one re-

member by hnArt should be recited in the salah of

this night. If someone does not remember the long su-

rahs, he can also recite several short surahs in one
rak'uh.

(b) The recitation of the Holy Qur'an is another
form of worship, very beneficent in this night. After

performing Salah, or at any other time, one should re-

cite as much or the Holy Qur'an as he can.

Cc) One should also perform dhihr (recitation of the

name of Allah) in this night. Particularly the following

dkikr is very useful:
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One should recite 5&/<i/t idurood) on the !

Pi-ophet as many times as be can.

The c?£ifer can also be recited while -walking, lying;

on bed and during other hours of work or leisure.

(d) The best benefit one can draw from the- bless-

ings of this night is prayers and supplications. It is

hoped that all the prayers in this night will be accept-

ed by our Lord, in$h<tllah. Prayer itself is an 'ibadak,

and Allah Almighty gives reward on each prayer

a longwith the fulfilment of the supplicatory need.

Even if the purpose prayed for is not achieved, one

cannot be deprived of the reward of the prayer which

is sometimes more precious than the mundane bene-

strengthen one's relation with Allah Almighy which is

the main purpose of all "kinds and forms of worship.

One can pray for whatever purpose he wishes. But

the best supplications are the ones prayed by the Holy

Prophet jj* . These are so comprehensive and all-

encompassing prayers that aJl the human needs, both

of this world and of the Hereafter, are fully covered in

the eloquent expressions used in them. Rather, most

ofthe prophetic prayers are of such miraculous nature

that human imagination can hardly reach the magni-
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Several books in various languages are available

which provide these prophetic prayers, and one should

pray Allah Almighty in accordance with them, wheth-

er by reciting their original Arabic text or by render-

ing their sense in one's awn language

(e> There are some people who cannot perform any

additional Salah or recitations for any reason, like ill-

ness or weakness or being engaged in some other nec-

essary activities. Such people aiso should not leave

themselves devoid of the blessings of this night. They

should observe the following acts:

(i) To perform the salah of tnaghrib, 7s/ta
J and fajr

with jama'ah in the mosque, or in theiv homes in case

of their bein^ sick.

(iij They shouid keep reciting the dhikr, particu-

larly the one mentioned in para (c) above, in whatever

condition they are until they sleep.

Chi) They should pray Allah for their forgiveness

when he is in his bed.

(f) The women during their periods cannot per-

form salah, nor can they recite the Holy Qui-'an, but

they can recito any dhikr, tasbeek duntid sharif and

can pray Allah fur whatever purpose they like in

whatever language they wish. They can also recite the



Arabic prayers mentioned in the Holy Qui''an or in the

hadith with the intention of supplication (and not with

the intention of recitation).

fgj According to a hadith, which is relatively less

authentic, the Holy Prophet ^ went in this night to

the graveyard of Baqi 1 where ho prayed for the Mu^
lima buried there. On this basis, some of the fuqaha
hold it as mustahabb (advisable} in this night to go to

the graveyard of the Muslims and recite Fatihah or

any other part of the Holy Qur*an
3
and pray for the

dead. But this act is neither obligatory nor should it

be performed as regularly as an obligatory act,

What should not be done in this night

1. As mentioned earlier, the Night of Bara'ah is a

night in which special blessings are directed

the Muslims. Therefore, this night should be s

total submission to Allah Almighty, and one should re-

frain from all those activities winch may displease Al-

lah. Although it is always incumbent upon every Mus-
lim to abstain from sins, yet this abstinence becomes
all the more necessary in sucli nights, because com-

mitting sins hi this night will amount to responding to

fs with disobedience and felony. Such an

le can invite nothing but the wrath of

Allah. Therefore, one should strictly abstain from all

the sins, particularly from those mentioned in the Ha-
dith No. 3 quoted earlier in this article, because these

wins make one devoid of the blessings of this night.
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ities which they regard as necessary for the c elabora-

tion of the Night of Bara'ah, like cooking some special

type of meal, or illuminating houses or mosques, or

improvised structures.

All such activities are not only baseless and inno-

vated in the later days by ignorant people, but in some

cases they are pure imitation of some rituals per-

formed by non-Muslim communities, Such imitation hi

itself is a sin, let alone to perform it in a blessed night

like the Night of Bara'ah, The Muslims should strictly

abstain from all such activities.

3. Some people spend this night in holding relig-

ious meetings and delivering: long speeches. Such ac-

tivities are also not advisable, because these acts can

easily be performed in other night* also. This night re-

quires one to spare himself for the pure acts of wor-

ship only,

4. The acts of worship Yik.<± Salah t recitation of the

Holy Qur1

an and dhikr should be performed in this

night, individually, not collectively. The Nafl Salah

should not be performed in Jama'ah, nor should the

Muslims arrange gatherings in the mosques in order

to celebrate the nitfht in a collective manner.

On the contrary, this night is meant for worship-

ping Allah in solitude, it is the time to enjoy the direct

contact with the Lord of the Universe, and to devote
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one's attention to Him and Him alone. These are the

percious hours of the night in which nobody should in-

tervene between one and hi a Lord, and one should

turn to Allah with total concentration, not disturbed

or intermitted by any one else.

That is why the Holy Prophet observed the acts

of worship in this night in total seclusion, not accom-

pained by anyone, not even by his favourite life com-

panion Sayyidah 'Aishah 4fl.^ , and that is why
all forms of the optional worship (Nafl 'ibadah)

t
are

advised by him to be done in individual, not in collet

tive manner.

Fast of the 15th Slia'ban

On the day immediately following the Night of

Bar a
1

ah, Le, the 15th of Sha'ban
f
it is mustahabb

(advisable) to keep fast. The Holy Prophet & Is re-

ported to have recommended this fast emphatically. 1

Although the scholars of kadith have some doubts in

the authenticity of this report, yet it is. mentioned ear-

lier that the fasts of the first half ofSha'ban have spe-

cial merits and the Holy Prophet ^ used to fast most

of the days in Sha'ban. Moreover, a large number of

the elders ($ahf) of the Ummuh have boon observing

the fast of the 15th Shaman, This constant practice in-

dicates that they have accepted the relevant hadith as
.

: m lirntic.
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Therefore, it is advisable to fast the 15th of

sha
4

ban as an optional inafl.) fast. One can also keep a

fast of qada* on this day and it is hoped that he can

ilf frem the merila of this fast.
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The Month of

The ninth month of the Islamic calender is called

"Ramadan" and it is the mo&t meritorious month of

the whole year. Since there are many specific rules pe-

culiar to this, month, we would like to deal with its

characteristics in a rather detailed manner under dif-

ferent sections.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF RAMADAN
The Holy Qur'an has expressly told us that the ba-

sic objective for which man is created by Allah is that

\w "worships" Him:

And [ did not create Jinn and human be-

ings except that, they should worship Me.

t )

The word used by the Holy Qur'an for the worship

is '"ibadah" which has a much wider sense than

"worship". In English, the word "worship" normally in-

dicates to some specific acts or rituals meant exclu-

sively to show one's reverence to his Creator. But the
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word •'ibartak' is riot restricted to such acts or ritual*,

rather, it embodies any act done in submission to Al-
lah's commands and to seek Ilia pleasures. Therefore,

many acts which seem to be mundane in nature are

included in the word QVibMah like earning one's live-

lihood through halal (permissible) means and in order
to fulfill one's obligations towards his dependants.

However, 'ibadah' is of two kinds. At the first place

there are acts meant exclusively to worship Allah,

having no worldly objective, like Salah, fasting etc.

These are direct acts oi'ibadatf while the other kind of

'ibadah' includes the acts which are primarily mun-
dane, but they are converted into an 'ibadak' when
they are performed in full conformity with Shari'ah
and with at) intention to discharge one's obligations.

Therefore, these acts are treated as "ibadali in an in-

direct manner. It is obvious that..the direct acts of
''ibMah' should be superior to the indirect ones.

Now, while prescribing very few acts of direct

'ihddah in one's daily life, like the salah which is per-

formed five times a day, Islam has left its followers

mostly with the indirect acts of 'ib&dah like eating,

drinking, earning the livelihood and association with
one's wife, children, parents, relatives, friends and
other human beings. But the primary nature of these
acts being mundane, one becomes so absorbed in their

worldly pleasures that their material aspects prevail

on their spiritual aspect. Therefore, these acts have



loss spiritual strength than the direct acts of worship.

Since the direct acts of 'ibadah are very few in

one's daily life as compared to the indirect ones, his

spiritual progress becomes slow visa vis his material

maintain a balance between material and spiritual as-

pects of the human life. This month is meant to maxi-
mise the direct acts of

fibMah and to minimi ze the

pure' mundane activities, so that one may accelerate

his spiritual progress to make up the distance and to

repair the .spiritual loss one may have suffered

through his deep involvement in the mundane activi-

ties during the year. The days of Ramadan are de-

signed to keep fast which is an act of'ib&dah for the

whoJe day, and depriving oneself from any material

fWi i':r nuuiy hours, it lessens :1m: bad spiritual ef-

fects, if any, of the material pleasures. The nights of

Ramadan, en the other hand, are spent in offering Ta-

rawik and waking up for tahajjud and suMr
t reducing

the time of one's sleep much less than in the normal
days. Moreover, apart from the prescribed acts of wor-
ship, one is supposed to offer as much optional {naft)

'ib&dah in this month as he ean. In this way the level

of one's spiritual activities in this month is raised up
much higher than in other days of the year.

This philosophy of the month of Ramadan makes
it clear that this month should be devoted to the direct

acts of worship as far as possible. That is why the re^
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ward of the virtuous acts in this month has been mul-

tiplied. This is to -encourage the Muslims to the maxi-

mum possible acts of
f

ibddak.

THE MERITS OF HAMADAn
The Holy Prophet J-> J** has mentioned the

merits of Ramadan in a large number of ahadith.

Some of them are reproduced here with translation:

^ ^ > -Li oijU^
^ LtjJaJ iLJ jL-Jj iu^i j^«L_^ -tljl

jLf ^w^J jjl , s1_^

J 0\ Ai-Jj V*-^

i



J ^> oil ib) ££1 ^ Lfc ^^
^ ^LJJ y-*^U ( 4*****

(f •••V

Salman, the Persian ^ JJ!^ has reported

the following: -The Holy Prophet kjfr 4*1 J*
^ addressed us on the last day of Shaban

wherein he said;

"0 mem a great, blessed month has cast its

shadow upon you. It Is a month which con-

tains a night far better than one thousand

months ; a month Allah has made it obliga-

tory to fast therein and made it commenda-

ble to stand up praying in Its nights. If

someone seeks Allah's nearness by offering

an optional act of worship in this month, it

will be as rewarding as to otter an obligato-

ry worship ill other days,, and if someone

performs an obligatory act of worship in

this month
t
it will carry as milch reward as

the reward of performing seventy obligato-

ry acts of worship in other days. It is the
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month of patience? and che reward of pa-

tience is Jaimah (paradise) It is a month of

sympathy
s
a inonth m which the provision

for a believer is increased. If someone pro-

vides another person with food to make
Iftar (terminate one's fast by eating or

drinking something) it will cause forgive-

ness to his stns and freeing his neck from

hell and he will be awarded the same
thawab as the fasting person will be re-

warded for his fast, without decreasing his

own thowab.

The companions of the Holy Prophet Ail

fLfj^t said, "O Messenger of Allah
k
every

one of us (toea not have enough food to offer

for iftar to another fasting person." The
Holy Prophet * said, "Thia thawab will also

he given to a person who offers to a fasting

person one date or a drink of water or a lit-

tle milk for his iffc^r. And this is a month
the first part of which is mercy from Allah,

the middle of which is the forgiveness from

Allah and the last part of which is libera-

tion from hell. If someone relates the bur-

den of work from his slave in this month,

Allah will forgive him his sins and will free

him from the Fire. Tn this month yon

should do four acts frequently. Two acts

are such that you will pi case your Lord
through them and two are such that you

can never claim to be need- free of thorn. As

for the two acts you please Allah through

them, they are: to bear witness that there

is no god but AJlah
t
and to seek forgiveness

from Allah. And the two acts you can never
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be need-free of them are: to pray Allah to

give you the Jannah (the Paradise) and to

£ieek refuse to Allah from the Fife. And if

someone serves a drink to a fasting person,

Allah will make him have such a drink

from tny canal (the Kauthar) that he will

never get thirsty after it until he enters the

Jannah."

This hadttk gives us a detailed account of the pe-

culiar merits of the month of Ramadan and of what m
should try to do in it. The upshot of the hadith is that

one should not restrict himself to fasting in this

month; rather he; should maximise the number of his

virtuous acts and take this opportunity to seek fat-

giveness for his sins and to secure as much thtuvab as

he can, by offering the naff, acts of worship including

charitable acts.

In another hadith, reported by Abu Hurairah

c* Jji the Holy Prophet fa *J* $1 has said:
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My Ummah has been given five character-

istic honours in the month of Ramadan

which have not been given to any other

L The smell coming out from tha mouth of

a fasting person is hotter with Allah than

the smell of musk.

2. fishes tin the water) keep praying Allah

to forgive the fasting persons until they

make iftar.

3. In every day of Rama^n, Allah dece-

rat«s the Jannah and addresses it saying"

'It is not too far that my righteous servants

shall throw away the burdens (of the

worldly life)' and shall proceed towards you.

4. The rebellious satans are shackled in

this month, and they cannot do in it what

they do in other days (i.e. instigating men

and women to commit sins.)

5. In the last night of this month, they (the

fasting persons) are granted amnesty.

In a hadith narrated by Ubaduh ibn al Samit. ^
1^ ih\ the Holy Prophet^^ is reported to have

said:
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Ramadan has wrae to you. It is the month

of ble&smg in which Allah envelops you

(with His kindness) He makes His mercy

descend upon you, He forgives your BIOS

and accepts your prayers. A]] ah witnesses

you when you rate one another (in virtuous

deeds) in this month and becomes proud of

you before His angels. Therefore, show Al-

lah the best of deeds from your side, be-

cause unfortunate is that person who de-

prives' himself from Allah's mercy in this

month.

These o-kadilh arc sufficient to explain the great

merits Allah has invested this month with,

HOW TO SPEND RAMADAN
The month of Ram fidan is the season of divine

hlessmgs. It is the month of purification, it is meant

for annual renovation *of the inner spiritual qualities,

It is a golden opportunity for every Muslim U
strengthen his 'Iman, to purify his heart and soul and

to remove the evil effects of the sins committed by

him.

This month invites a Muslim to minimise his oth-

er mundane involvements and maximize the acts of

worship. One should plan his schedule for this month,

before-hand, so as to spare maximum time for 'ihadafu
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II ore is a hricf list of the nets which should be carrird

out in Ramadan with due care:

L To offer every prayer withjama
1

ah in a masjid.

2. To rise up a little earlier than the exact time of

suhoor and to offer the salah oftahajjud. There i.q no

prescribed number of the Tahajjud prayer. Yet t it is

better to pray 8 Rak'at.

:s Ti» offer the nafl prayers ot'Ishraq ftwo rak'at af-

ter sunrise) Duha (Four rak'at which may be per-

formed at anytime after teh raq before noon) and Aw-

wabin faix rak'at after magh rib).

4. The recitation of the Holy Qur an, No specific

limit is prescribed. But one should recite a,s much of it

as he can.

5. Dhikr or Taxbueh, specially the following recita-

tions:

(a) |frJuJr Jji ^l**^ iJuu^jj All i^U^

(c) JJI Y*hJffrJu &l >*J
<d) (JLj *JI J±j Jfi\ ^ J*. ^1

Apart from reciting these words, one hunched

times each, at a particular time, they may also be con-

tinued frequently throughout the day; even if one is

engaged in some light work, when walking and when
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in bed.

6. Prayera and supplications; No particular prayer

is prescribed. One can pray for everything he needs

both in this world and in the Hereafter. However, the

supplications of the Holy Prophet j| are so compre-

hensive that they encompass all that a Muslim can

need in his life and after his death. It is, therefore,

much advisable to pray Allah Almighty in the pro-

phetic words used by the Holy Prophet ^ .

There are several hooks where these prophetic

supplications have been compiled. Here is the name of

Lwo books which should be kept by every Muslim in

his home and be used for praying daily:

(\) Al-hismil-liasin^i^i By'Alkmnh al-jazrl

(ii) Munajat-e-Maqbool J^o*u By Maulana A*h-

raf All Thanvi.

7. Sadaqah {charity); Apart (rem paying zakah,

which is obligatory, one should also pay optional sada-

if u 1 1 in Run-indau according to his bestabiltty^ It- is re-

ported m ;i ithenlic ahadith that the Holy Prophet ^fc

used to pay specid attention in Ramadan to look after

the poor and to help them financially. Therefore, a

Muslim Should give as much money in sadaqah as he

.m afford.

WHAT SHOULD BE AVOIDED
IN RAMADAN

AN sinful acts should be avoided completely drn^
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ing the month of Ramadan. Although the sinful acts

are totally prohibited in Shariah, whether in Rama-

dan or at any other time, hut their prohibition be*

come? more severe in this month. It is evident that

every Muslim avoids certain lawful acts, like eating

and drinking, during the fasts. If he continues to com-

mit sin* in Ramadan, it will be a mockery to avoid

lawful things and yet be engaged in unlawful acts nev-

er allowed in Shan ah. Thus, the abstinence from sins

be comes all the more necessary in this month.

Specially the foilowing acts should be avoided to-

tally:

(1) Telling a lie.

\2) Gheebah or backbiting i.e. condemnation of a

person in his absence,

(3) Quarrelling.

(The Holy Prophet JLj *_J* JJI^ has particularly

forbidden from it when one is in the state of fasting,

llf! h^s directed ok that, if someone wants to quarrel

in Ramadan, we should tell him that we are fasting,

hence we are not prepared to indulge in any quarrel.

(4) Eating unlawful things-,

(5) Earning through unlawful means.

(6) Any act which may harm a person without a

valid cause.
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(7) Burdening one's servants or employees with a

toilsome job beyond their ability, without providing

them facilities to carry it out.

In short, one should try his best to refrain from all

kinds of sins, and protect his eyes, ears, tongue and all

other organs from indulging in an unlawful activity .

Once a Muslim spends the month of Ramadan in

this way, he will insha Allah, find himself equipped

with a spiritual strength which will facilitate for him

to conduct a good Islamic life in accordance with the

pleasure of Allah.

RULES OF FASTING

Fasting in the days of Ramadan is Dbligutory

(Fardi on every Muslim. The one who does not believe

it to be obligatory is not a Muslim, and the one who,

without a valid excuse, does not fast in a day or Rama-

dan is a sinner.

"Fast" means "to refrain from eating, drinking and

having sexual intercourse throughout the day, right

from the break of dawn upto sunset, with a clear in-

tention of seeking the pleasure of Allah-" If somebody

refrains from food, drink and sex for any reason otber

Lhan seeking the pleasure of AUali
?

it cannot bo called

a "fast" in the terminology of the Shari' ah. It is thus

necessary that there should be an intention which Is

called the "Niyyah".

For the fasts of Ramadan it is advisable that the
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"niyyah" be made in the night i.e. before the com-
mencement of the fast. However, if a person had no in-

tention of keeping fast before dawn, he can also make
"myyah" in the morning at any time before midday, i.e.

about 1 1/2 hours before Zawal (noon). But this rule is

applicable only for the fast of Ramadan and for the

Nafl (optional) fasts. As for fasts of qada it is always
necessary to make niyyah before dawn.

Since the niyyah means intention, it is an act per-

formed by one's heart. It need not be pronounced in

words. However, it is also permissible to express this

intention in spoken words, but those who take it as

'necessary' to pronounce the words of "niyyah" are not

correct.

Auts nullifying the fast

Acts nullifying the fast are of two kinds. In the
first place there arc some acts which not only nullify

the fast, but also make one liable to both qada' and
kaffarah. The number of these acts is only three,

namely;

(a) Eating something.

(b) Drinking something.

(c) Having sexual intercourse.

These three acts are liable to kaffarah when they
are commiUcd deliberately after one has started a
fast, provided that the person committing them
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knot's that they render the fast broken.

In such cases both qada and kaffarah are obligato-

ry on him, Qada' means to keep another fast in lieu of

the broken one. And kaffarah means to perform an act

to expiate the sin of having broken the fasti

Kaffarah may be given in the following three ways

respectively:

(a) Freeing a slave.

(b) Fasting for two months constantly without a

break.

(c) Giving food to sixty persona.

Since slavery has come to an end in our days, only

the latter two ways can be adopted today, But the per-

son who has strength enough to fast for two months

constantly has been bound to fast. He cannot adopt

the third way, i.e, giving food to sixty persons. If he is

too weak to fast for &uch a large number of days, he

In the second place there are some acts which nul-

lify the fast, but do not make the relevant person li-

able to kaffarah. In such cases only qada' is obligatory.

These acts are:

(i) Eating or drinking unintentionally. For exam-

ple, while making; wudu, if a drop of water slips into

the throat unintentionally, the fast stands broken, but

tmly the qada' will be enough to compensate for the
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Cii) Dropping medicine or anything else in the nose

or the ear,

(iii) Smoking.

(iv) Emission of semen while touching, kissing or

caressing a woman.

(v) Eating or drinking under the wrong impres-

sion that the dawn has not yet broken, or the sun. has.

set, while otherwise was true,

(vi) If someone eats or drinks while he does not re-

member that he is in a state of fasting, his fast is not

broken. He should continue with his fast after he re-

members. However j if he eats or drinks after he re-

members, his fast will stand broken, and if this eating

or drinking was due to his wrong impression that his

fast stood broken by his first eating or drinking, he

will be liable to qada on]y.

Acts rendering tho fast makrooh:

The following acts do not nullify the fast, but ren-

der it makrooh in the sense that they lessen the re-

ward of the fast. Hence it is not advisable to indulge

in any of the following acts when one is in the state of

fast:

(i) Chewing something or tasting it with the

tongue without eating it.

in) Using tooth paste or tooth powder. However
h
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cleaning teeth with a miswak or a brush (without

paste or powder) is allowed.

Cm} Remaining in the state ofJanabah (major im-

purity) for the whole day.

Civ) Giving blood to anyone.

(v) Quarrelling with someone or abusing him.

(vi) Gheebah i.e., to abuse or to blame someone in

his absence,

(vii) Telling a lie.

The latter three acts are absolutely prohibited

even when one is not in the state of fa feting, but they

become all the more prohibited when one keeps fast.

Acts which are alkm cd

The following acts are allowed in the state of fast-

ing:

(i) Cleaning teeth using a miswa.k or a brush and

ears with cotton swabs.

(ii) Applying oil or kmm or colour to the hair,

(in) Using eye-drops or kohl (surma?kajal).

(iv) Wearing perfume or feeling it, or using lipstick

or chop stick,

(v) Taking a shower.

( vi) Using medicine through injection.

( vii ) Vomiting unintentionally.
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Cviii} Entrance of smoke or dust into the throat un-
intentionally,

(ix} Ejaculation while dreaming.

U) Bleeding from, the teeth unless blond slips in to

the throat,

(xi} Delaying; the ghitzl ofjanabah up to the sun-
rise.

Cases in which fasting is not obligatory

In the following cases it is allowed for a Muslim to

avoid fasting: in Ramadan and compensate it by fast-

ing on some other days:

(i) If a person suffers from a disease which has
rendered him unable to fast

, or a competent doctor

has expressed his apprehension that fasting may in-

crease the disease, he can avoid fasting until when it

is clear that fasting is no more injurious to his health.

But after recovery he is under an obligation to per^

form qada of all the fasts he has missed due to his

sickness.

(ii) If a woman is pregnant, and it is seriously

fearer] that fasting may harm hvr or her baby, she can
postpone fasting in Ramadan and may fast after deliv-

ery as qada',

tni) if a woman breast-feeds her baby, and it is se-

riously feared that, in case she fasts, she cannot feed
her baby or her fasting may harm her or her baby, she
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can avoid fasting in Ramadan and perform qada\

Fasting in journey

(iv) The one who travels to a distance of at least 48

miles from his hometown can also postpone fasting

during his journey. But if he resolves to stay in a town

for more than 14 days
h
he is not treated as a traveller

for this purpose and he is obligated to fast in the days

of Ramadan. However, if he has not made up his mind

to &tay in a place for more than 14 daySj and he is

doubtful whether ho will stay for 14 days or less than

that, he tan also avail of the concession, unless he de-

cides to stay for the prescribed period, i.e,more than

14 days. If ho remained uncertain about his stay but

stayed at a place for even more than 14 days in this

state of uncertainty, lie will remain entitled to this

concession until he resolves positively to stay for an-

other 15 days.

AHhongh Lhi« concession in available to every

traveller who leaves his hometown to a distance of at

least 48 miles
,
yet if the journey is comfortable and

fasting is not very burdensome on him, it- is more ad-

visable for him to fast for two reasons. Firstly, because

such a traveller gets more lhawab (rewTard) in case he

fast* during his journey, and secondly, because if he

avoids fasting while on travel
f
he will have to fast af-

ter Ramadan which can be more difficult for him.

But if the journey is a difficult one
h
and it is much
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burdensome to fast in such a difficult journey, then, it

is more advisable for him to avoid fasting, but if fast-

ing seems to be nearly unbearable for him, it is not

lawful to keep fast in such a journey.

If someone has started fasti ng, then he had to

travel during the day, he cannot avail of the conces-

sion during that day, rather he will have to complete

liia fast unto tho sunset, However, if his journey con-

tinues on to the next day, he can benefit from the con-

cession the next day.

Conversely, if someone was on travel in the begin-

ning of a day, and he did net keep fast for that reason

and began to eat and drink but he reached his home-
town during the day, he must avoid eating or drinking

after reaching his hometown unto the sunset. This ab-

stinence from eating and drinking will not be counted

as a fast, and he will have to perform qada' of that day
also, but he is directed to abstain from eating and
drinking only to honour that part of the day of Ram a-

dan which he has passed in his hometown.

(v) Fasting is prohibited for women during their

monthly periods (menstruation) and during partition

(i.e. normal bleeding after childbirth), but they have to

perform qada' for the fasts thoy have missed in such a

state,

(vi) Those who are allowed a concession (of net

fasting] in Ramadan can eat and drink during the day,
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but they should honour the days of Ramadan and

should not eat or drink as far as possible, at a public

place or before other Muslims who are in the state of

fasting.

Those who can break their fast during; the day

It is major sin to break a fast during the day with-

out a valid excuse. It makes one liable to kaffhrah as

explained earlier. However, there are situations where

it becomes lawful to break a fast. These situations are

as under:

Concession given to a sick person

faj Where a 'person is attacked by a severe disease,

and a competent doctor opines that, if he continues

with his fast, it will bring a serious danger to his life.

In such a situation breaking of the fast is not only ah

lowed, but it is obligatory.

(b) A person feels such an extreme hunger or

thirst that further abstinence from eating or drinking

may endanger his life. In this situation also, breaking

of the fast is obligatory.

(d) In any situation wrhere refraining from eating

or drinking may create a serious danger to one's life, it

becomes lawful to break the fast.

In all these cases, the person breaking the fast is

not liable to kaffarah
)
but he has to perform qada'

whenever the danger is removed.
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Suhoor or Sehri

'Sahoor is the meal one takes in the last hours of

1 1n: night before the commencement of a fast. It is a

Sunnak to have Suhoor\ If someone has no appetite

ftt that time, it is advisable for him to have something

light. Even by having a few sips of water the ttunntth

ofsuftoor can be fulfil ltd. Although the Suhoor can be

had Emy time after midnight, hut it is more advisable

to have it in the last hour of the tiighl immediately be-

fore the break ofdawn.

The 'Suhoor' can be continued up to the break of

dawn. But in order to be on the safe side, it is advisa-

ble to refrain from eating or drinking a few minutes

earlier than the break of dawn. Eating or drinking af-

ter the dawn even for a single minute renders the fast

void.

If one is doubtful whether the dawn has broken or

nol
f
he should refrain from eating or drinking. Howev-

er, if he eats or drinks in this state of uncertainty, bis

fast is valid unless it is proved later that he had eaten

or drunk after the break of dinvn. in which case, be

will have to observe smother fast.

Ifittr

I[tar means to conclude a fast after sunset by eat-

ing or drinking something. It is also a sutmah to make

iftar soon after sunset, and it is makrooh to delay tftar
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should not make iftar until he is sure about it
r
because

HitiB proved frt any time that he had made iftar even

half a minute earlier than the sunset actually took

place on his horizon, his fast will be rendered nullified

and void. Similarly, if the weather is cloudy, itia ad-

visable to delay iftar for a few minutes after the time

af sunset.

No particular meal is prescribed for ifttir but it is

advisable to make iftar using dates because the Holy

Prophet **** ^ g*a«**J& <lates rgi" Lfiar -

It to also sunnah to recite the following du'a

(prayer* while making ifktr:

O Allah, for you I have fasted, and in you 1

have believed and in You T have placed my

trust and with Your provision I make my

Iftar.

and after having and drinking water, it is advisa-

ble to say,

'Jul

Thirst has gone; veins have become wet

and the reward (of the fast) has, God will-

ing been established.
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FAST OF QADA1

Whoever has missed a fast of Ramadan is liable to

compensate it with fasting after Ramadan. This fast is

called "the fast of Qada.

Fast of qada' may be observed any day during the
year except for the following days:

(a) First of Shawwal (Eiduhfitr),

m Tenth

td Eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth of Zulhijjak
On these days fasting is strictly prohibited, so the fast

of Qada' cannot be observed.on these days.

Fast otqada' should be observed as soon as possi-
ble after one has missed a fast of Ramadan. Delaying
the performance of qada' without a valid reason is not
desirable. If some one has missed mere than one fast

;

he can perform qada for all of them continuously, or
with intervals. But the fasts ofkaflamh should neces-
sarily he continuous without any interval. Any inter-
val makes the previous fasts nullified for the purpose
ofkaffarah, and one has to begin the fasts all over
again.

Unlike the fast of Ramadan and optional (Nafl)
fasts, in the fast of Qada it is necessary to make niyy,
ah before the dawn.

If a person has an obligation to keep a large num-
ber of the fasts of qada', he should write down the ex-
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act number of the fasts due on him. He should also

make a will that if he could not fast in his life time,

Ius heirs should pay fidyah (redemption from obliga-

tion not carried out) from his left over property. The

amount offidyah for one fast is one kilo and six hun-

dred sixty two grams of wheat or its price. If the

nmount of fidyoh can be paid from one-third property

of a deceased person who hag made a will to pay fid-

yah
> the heirs are bound to pay it from his left over

property. But if the deceased made no will to pay fid-

yah, the heirs are not bound to pay it from his proper-

ty. Similarly, if the amount of fidyah exceeds one-third

of the property left by the deceased, the heirs are not

liable to pay the excess, unless they wish to do so by

their free will

TAKAWLH
Another important feature of the month of Kama-

dan is Tarawih. It is a special Salah (prayer) consist-

ing of 20 rak 'at which is performed immediately after

the 'Ma' prayer. This Salah is Sunnah mu'akkadduh

(repeatedly emphasized), and should not be missed.

The Holy Prophet^ d* Jii J^, said,

"Allah haa made feating in Ramadan ubiiz-

atnry, and I have mado the special prayer

of Ramadan (i.e. the Tarawih) a Sunnah"',

It is a Sunnah Mu'akkadah' 'alal-kifayah to per-

form Tarawih injama ah. It means that it is a Sunnah

mu'akkadah for the people of every mosque to arrange
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sure that th&jama'ah of Tarawih is being held in his

mosque, performs the Tarawih in his home without

jama a k, the sunnah ofthe Tarawih is discharged > but

he will be deprived of the great tkawab (reward) of

praying with jama 'ah. So, one should perform the Ta-

rawih in the mosque as far as possible.

It is also a Sunnah to complete the recitation of

the whole Quran, in Tarawih in Ramadan. It is thus

advisable to request a h afiz {one who ha* memorized

the Holy Quran by heart) to lead the prayer of Taraw-

ih. However, paying any fee to the hafiz for this pur-

pose is net allowed. If no sueh hafiz is available, the

Tarawih should be led by any Imam, and he can recite

in it whatever Surahs of the Holy Quran he remem-

bers.

As a general practice, the Holy Qur'an is complet-

ed in most of the mosques a few days before the end of

Ramadan, on the 27th night or even earlier. In such a

case, Tarawih should be continued t.ill the last night of

Ramadan with recitation of different surahs, Those

who leave Tarawih after the completion of the Holy

Qur an are not correct, because Sunnah of the Tarawih

remains unchanged unto the last night.

The time of Tarawih begins after the performance

of the obligatory tfard) prayer of'Isha. Therefore, the

one who has not performed the Fard prayer of 'Isha
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nmnot join the prayer of Tarawih. He should perform

the Fard orhha first, than join the Tarawih. If he

missed some rak'at of Tarawih, he can complete it af-

ter the Mfs5fch For example, a person came to the

mosque when the Imam has performed four rak'at of

Tarawih. He should perform the Fard of 'Uha first,

then join thejama'ah for Tarawih, If he has missed 4

or 6 rak'at of Tarawih
}
he should also perform the wiir

prayer with the [main , then pray the four or six rak
r

at

he has missed on his own, individually.

Laylatulqadr: jjuJI jULJ

One of the most meritorious aspects of the

month of Ramadan is that it contains Laylatulqadr,

the most blessed night of the year. It is the night

which Allah Almighty chose to reveal the Holy Quran.

The Holy Qur'an has mentioned that this night is bet-

ter than one thousand months. It means that the wor-

ship performed in this night brings more reward than

the worship performed En one thousand months. The

authentic Traditions of the Holy Prophet^ jJJi JL*

mention that, in this night, Allah Almighty directs His

special mercy towards the people of the earth, accepts

the supplications made by His slaves and forgives a

large number of pcoplo who repent and pray.

Laylatulqadr falls in one of the last five odd nights

of Ramadan i.e. 21st, 23rd 35th, 27th and 29th. Ac-

cording to authentic sources, Laylatulqadr falls in any

one of these night alternately. The purpose of this al-
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in warship and prayers, so that he may find laylatul-

qadr with certainty.

Ko special form of worship is prescribed for Layla-

tulqadr. The night should be spent by offering as

much nafl prayers as one can oifer, in recitation of the

Holy Quran, in dhikr and Ta$beeh
t in supplications

and in making sadaqah (charity).

It is not advisable in this night to hold ceremonies

or meetings or delivering long lectures or illuminating

the mosques. This is a night meant for developing a

special connection with one's Creator, for offering acts

of worship in solitude and seclusion, for having con-

stant and exclusive contact with his Lord who is the

Lord of the universe, for minimi z ing the diversity of

thoughts and actions and for devoting oneself to Allah

Almighty with his heart and soul.

This purpose can seldom be achieved in congre-

gations and assemblies. That is why the Holy Prophet

fa *-i*Jj|yL- never tended to celebrate this night by
lectures, meetings, illumination or even by offering

prayers in.jama'ah. Instead, he used to perform acts of

worship individually, and in solitude.

Sayyidah Aishah ^ isfof^a, once asked the Holy
Prophet |£ as to what du a (supplication) she should
recite in the Laylatitlqadr, The Holy Prophet ^
taught her the following du'a:

ji«J F yjpj ji£. djj I
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You like forgiving, so
f
forgive me.

The beat way to benefit from the blessings of this

night is to keep awake for the whole night and spend

it in worship and prayers. But people who cannot do

so for any reason should snare at least a considerable

part of the night for acts of worship. At least B rakat

should be prayed after midnight as tahajjud, some

part from the Holy Qur'an should be recited and the

supplications of the Holy Prophet^ jJU ^ should

be offered. Any Dhihr or Tasbeeh should he constantly

red ted
t
specially the following dhikr has numerous

Even when one is not in the state of mudu , the

Dhikr and Tasbeeh may be recited. Similarly., the

dhikr may also be performed during other states,

when walking or in bed.

Another unique form of worship in this month is

"i'tiktif in which a person gives up all hie activities,

abandons his attachments^ associations and routines

and enters the mosque for a specific period,

Islam does not approve monastkism which is

based on the concept that Allah's pleasure cannot be

merits;

itikaf
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attained without abandoning all worldly activities for

ever. The Holy Qur'an has expressly condemned this

concept. Islam has, instead, emphasized on earning

one-'S livelihood through permissible means, on one's,

mingling with his family members and on discharging

all the obligations toward his wife, children, relatives,

neighbours and other acquaintance. But at the same
time, as explained earlier in more detail, sometimes

one's deep involvement in these activities slows down
In-; spirirua i^n. la M\\k-.v io rcmrr this :i

Muslim is required to spare a time in which he separ-

aics himself from the normal routine of worldly activi-

ties and to sit in seclusion, devoting his heart and soul

for pure spiritual acts. I'tikdfh a buantiful way to car-

ry out this objective. In I'tikafone leaves his. home and

family and undertakes to remain in the mosque for a

limited period. This unique mode of worship can be

done any time in the year. However, it has been de-

clared as a 'Sunnah mu'akkadali in the last ten days

of Ramadan, because Ramadan is the most suitable

time te carry out .this worship. Moreover, the last ten

days of Ramadan are the days in which 'Lailat-ul-

Qadr' normally occurs and as explained earlier, its

definite time is unknown. It may occur in a ay of the

odd nights of these days. When one is in the state of

Vtikfif for the last ten days of Ramadan, he can surely

benefit from its infinite merits, he cause even if he is

sleeping in the 'Laitat-id-Qadr\ while he is in. the

State of i'tikaf, it will be credited to his account as

'worship' in the 'Lailatul-Qadr'
f because each and eve-
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ry second in the state of Vtikaf is 'ibadah, even if one is

rating, drinking or sleeping. This extraordinary privi-

lege, cannot be attained in ones home. That is why the

Holy Prophet ^ used to perform i 'tik&f every year in

The detailed injunctions and regulations tfTtikaf
are explained in my book The Rules of Ftik&f and it is

not proper to reproduce all of them here. However,
some fundamental rules of i'tikcif are summarized
here:

Some Rules of I'tiMf

1, 1'tik&fin the last ten days of Ramadan is sun-
nah 'alal kifayah, It means that in each mosque, at

last one person should sit hi rtik&f. If he does so, the

requirement ofSimnah is fulfilled for the whole locali-

ty. However, if no person performs foik&f, the whole lo-

cality is responsible for not observing the sunnah.
There fo re

t
the residents of a locality should make sure

that some person is performing i'tik&fin their mosque,
If no -such person is available, they should prepare

someone to do so.

2. The time of this ftik&f commonce s immediately

after the sunset of the twentieth day of Ramadan.
Therefore, a person who wants to sit in i'tikaf, must
t niter the mosque before sunset on that day, so that

sunset takes place while he is in the mosque.

3. The main requirement for a valid $$k$f& that

otis remains in the limits of the mosque throughout

the period of Vtikaf and never comes out of it, except
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for the necessities like easing oneself by attending the

call of nature.

4. The "limits of the mosqueH
for the purpose of

i'tik&f arc restricted to the places meant for offering

$alah and determined as such by the founders of the

mosque or by its administration. Therefore., the places

like the place of ablution, toilets etc. are not included

in the "limits of a mosque" for the purpose of i'tikaf.

Therefore, if a person enters these places without the

aforesaid necessity, his i'tik&f shall terminate.

5. One can go out of the mosque during i'tik&f only

for the following needs:

(i) to answer the call of nature

(ii) to make obligatory ghusL> i.e. in the state of im-

purity ijanabah) (It should be remembered that it is

not allowed during i'tik&f to go out of the mosque for

having a non-obligatory bath, like the bath of Friday

etc.)

(iv) to bring food whe re no other person is availa-

ble to bring it. In this irase it is allowed either to bring

food to the mosque or to have food elsewhere outside

the mosque.

iy) to offer (;he jum'ah prayer, if no jwn'ah prayer

is offered in the same mosque in which he is sitting in

i'tikdf.

iyi) To move to another mosque in the event of a

serious danger to one s life or property.

5. It is advisable that a person performing i'tikaf
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avoids all unnecessary activities and spends the most

of bis time in the act* of worship, like salah. recitation

of the Holy Qur'an or making dhikr or tasbth. Howev-

er
t
it is makrfth to remain silent totally.

6. The following acts result in terminating the

'i'tikaf

:

(i) To leave the mosque even for a moment without

the aforosaid needs

(ii) To remain outside the mosque after fulfilling

the aforesaid needs.

(iii) To have sexual intercourse, or emission

through some other intentional acts tike kissing, cud-

d\\c.ff cti:. which <iro totally prob 'mti>:J in t'fikOf.

(iv) Any act which breaks ones fast, like eating,

drinking etc. (Since fasting is a pre-condition for a val-

id 7nastuin i'tik&f] the i'lihdf is automatically terminat-

ed by breaking ofthe fast).

7. If the i'tikafis terminated for any reason, it be-

comes obligatory on the relevant person that he makes

qadd' of the VtiMf for one day only (He need not to

perform iHikafior ten days), for example, A started a

inasnwi Vtikaf on 21st night of Ramadan with inten-

tion to sit in i'tikaf for ten days, but on 25th of Ram-

adan he came out of the mosque mistakenly or uncon-

sciously . His i'tik&fis thus terminated. Now. he has to

make qadfr of one day only. He needs not to repeat the

i*tik&f for ten days, nor for five days. He is required to

make qadd' only for one day. there fore, ho can dis-
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charge this obligation by starting ftikaf fa? one day, ei-

ther in the same Ramadan, or after Ramadan by keep-

ing; a nafl fast, or in the next Ramadan. If he elects to

perform qada' in the same Ramadan, he can sit in

i'tikaf'before the sunset of 25th Ramad&n (in which his

i'tikaf was terminate d) and observe i'tik&f up to the

sunset of 2fil.li. His obligation will be discharged.

Then> lie is at liberty either to go home or to continue

his i'tikafas nafl land not as a $unnah or wajlb)



THE MONTH OF
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The Month of

SHAWWAL

Shawwal is the tenth month of the Islamic lunar

calendar, it comes immediately after Ramadan and
has some specific rules attached to it. These are mm-
mai ized hereunder;

Beginning of the Ash ur- a I-Hajj

Shawwal is the first of the three months named
as "Ashkiir al-hajj" <i,e , the months of hajj), Although
the major acts of hajj are normally performed in the

first ton day& of Zulhijjah, yet th* whole period start-

ing; from the first of Shawwal upta the 10th of Zufhij-

jah is held to be the period of hajj because some acts of

hajj can be performed any time during this period, for

example, the Tawaf-ul-qudum, followed by the Sa'y of

hmj cannot be performed before Shawwal, while it can
be performed any day after the beginning of shawwal.

Similarly, an \imrah perfromed before Shawwal can^

3 iot be treated as the urn rah of Tatnattu', while the

"umrah performed in Shawwal can be affiliated to the

liajj, making it a hajj ofTamattu', Moreover, ihram of

hajj should not be started before Shawwal, because it
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is Mdkrut.f even though it may be hold as a valid ih-

ram. For these reasons these three months have been

named, as the 'months of hajj' and the month of Shaw-

wal has the honour of being the first of these.

'Idul-Fitr

The second meritorious aspect of Sbawwat is that

it has been chosen by All all Almighty for the celebra-

tion of "Eid-uJ-fitr", one of the only two annual festi-

vals recognized by the Shari'ah. This happy day is de-

signed by the Shari'ah as a sign of gratefulness by the

Muslims on the accomplishment of Ramadan, and as

an immediate reward by Allah for those who spent the

month of Ramadan in fasting and performing other

forms of 'ibadah.

Instead of commemorating an even from the past,

the Shaifah has prescribed the first of Shawwal as an

annual festival for the Muslims at an occasion when

they thorn selves accomplish a great 'ibadah. This ap-

proach reminds the Muslims that they should not rely

only on the accomplishmetus of their ancestors, rath-

er, they should themselves perform meritorious acts to

please their Creator,

In prescribing the ways to celebrate the happy

day
1
Islam has adopted another unique approiJch. The

festivals of other religions or nations normally com-

prise of some acts of rejoicing and enjoyment. The

whole happy day is normally spent in dancing, singing
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and playing.

Islam has
?
conversely, prescribed a very simple,

prestigious and more humane way to observe the hap-

py day. First of all, it is mandatory on all the we 11- off

Muslims to start their day by paying "Sadaqat-ul-fi-tr"

to the poor of their society, so that they, too, may enjoy

the day alongwith others, and may not be worried for

earning their livelihood at least in that day of happi-

ness-.

After paying the
'

,

Sado<jat-ill'fttr"
t
the Muslims

are required to proceed to an open place where they

can offer the 'Eid prayer collectively. In this way, they

are supposed to present themselves before their Crea-

tor and offer two rak'ats of this special type of Salak,

which makes them receive blessings from Allah and

start their celebration hy these divine blessings.

After the Salah also, they are supposed to rejoice

the day in a responsible manner, without violating the

limits prescribed for them and never indulging in the

acts prohibited by Allah.

Keeping this point in view, we will now discuss

specific rules prescribed for observing the day of

'Eidui-fitr.

The Night preceding (EiduIFitj r

.

It had been the practice of the Holy Prophet ^
that he would not sleep in the night preceding the day

orEidul-fiir. This night has been named in a Hadith
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as ^L^JltD (The night of reward). It moans that Allah

Almighty bestows his rewards to those who have

spent the month of Ramadan abiding by the dictates

of Shari'ah, and all their prayers in this night are ac-

cepted. There fore j it is desirable to perform naff.

prayers in this night. The Holy Prophet i£ is reported

lo ]mve stiid:

whoever stands up fin worship) in the nights

preceding the two Eids expecting rewards tVoen

hie Lord, his heart vt\\\ not dae when the other

hearts- will die. flbn Majah)

To benefit from this opportunity, one should per-

form as much worship in this night as he can, and

should pray for all his needs and desires.

Before going to *Eid Prayer

The following acts are prescribed as Suunah at the

beginning of the day oi'Eidul-Fitr before proceeding to

the %id prayer:

L To wake up earlv in the morning.

2. To clean one's teeth with a Miswaak or a brush.

3. To have a bath.

4. To put on one's best available clothes-

5. To wear perfume.



6, To eat a sweet food, preferably dates, before the

'fwd prayer,

7, To recite the following Takbir in the low voice

while going to the 'Kid prayer:

| ^^ $^ 40 4>f M J[ V Jjf ^1 *Ur

Sotdago f- tW-f(fr-

Sadaqat-uifitr is an obligation for every Muslim,

male or female, who owns 613.35 grames of silver or

its equivalent, either in the form, of money, ornaments,

stock-in-trade or in the form of some goods or com-

modities beyond one's normal needs. Every person

who owns such an amount has to pay Sadaqat-ul-fiir,

not only on behalf of himself but also on behalf of his

minor children. The prescribed amount of Sadaqat-ul-

ftir is 1.75 Kilograms of wheat or its value in money.

This amount is prescribed for paying sadaqat-ul-fitr

for one peraon only. If a person has some minor chil-

dren, the same amount has to bo paid on boh b If of

each one of them separately. The following points

must be remembered with regard to the payment of

stidaqat-ul-fitr.

1, Sadaqat-ul-fitr is obligated on each adult male

or female separately, and the relevant adult person

(vims elf is responsible to pay it. The husband is not re-

quired to pay sadaqat-uUFitr on behalf of his wife nor

in the wife supposed to pay it on behalf of her bus-

Land. Similarly, a father is nn$ bound to pay sadaqat-
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ui fitr on behalf of Ms adult children or vice versa.

However, if the head of the family, by his awn free

will T wishes to pay sodaqat-ui-fitr for each one of the

members of his family, he should seek their authorisa-

tion for thflt purpose. In this case the *tidaqut-ul-fitr

paid by him will be valid on their behalf. If he did not

\yt \\ Lht: -h.- .{<:• I -ui fitr on hclifilf oi mvj of the nu ru-

bers of his family, he will not be responsible for it.

Rather, it is the duty of every adult member of the

family to discharge his own obligation or to rut|ueit

tin head of Ihe family to pay it on his or her behalf.

2> It is a Sunnah that the mdnqat-id-fiir is paid

before performing the Kid prayer. It can also be paid

before the "Rid day, but it is? not advisable to delay it

upto the performance of *Eid prayer. However, if ft per-

son has failed to pay on its proper time, he should pay

it as soon as possible, whereby the obligation will

Stand discharged.

3. The sadaqat-uf-fitr is not necessary on behalfof

a child who has born after the break of dawn in the

lEid day t nor is it necessary to pay sadaqatalfitr on

behalf of a person who dies before the dawn of the
vEid

4, Sadaqat-ul fitr should be paid only to a person

who is entitled to receive Zakah,

The 'Eid Prayer

diiy.
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Eid prayer. Some rules in tfiis respect are mentioned

hereunder:

1. The 'Eid prayer is Wajib (obligatory I on every

male Muslim.

2. The 'Eid prayer can be performed any time be-

tween the tehraq and Zawat,

3. It is preferable that the 'Eid prayer is performed

at an open field and not in a mosque. However, if, it is

difficult for any reason, to perform it in an open field,

il can also be performed in a big mosque.

1. It riot advisable to hold the 'Eid prayer in eve-

ry mosque, rather it is preferable that the people of

• . vrriil -iiinil mi 'spin's? citl 'i- perform U in nri upen

field or, in its absence, in a big mosque which mil ac-

commodate a large number of people.

5. No Nap salah can be performed before the 'Eid

prayer, neither in one s home, nor at the place oCEUi

prayer. Similarly, Nafl prayer cannot be performed af-

ter the 'Kid prayer at the same place, However, it am
be performed after one comes back to his home,

6. The 'Eid prayer has neither Azaan nov lifaftiah.

(low to perform Hid Prayer

The 'Eid Prayer has two raka'at to perform in the

normal way, with the only addition of six Takbir$ t

three ofthem in tht? beginning ofthe first raka'ah, and

i hree of them just before ruku* in the second raka'ah.
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The detailed way of performing the
cEid prayer is as

follows:

The Jmcjm will begin the prayer without adhan or

iqamah. He will begin the prayer by reciting Takbir of

Tahrimah (Allahu Akbar), You should raise your

hands upto the ears, and reciting the Takbir, you give

a little pause during which you should recite Thana*

{SubhanahaUahamma j. After the completion of

Thana' the Imam, will, recite Takbir (Aliaha Akbar)

three times, and after reciting each Takbir (Allahu Ak-

bar) in a low voice, you should bring your hands down

and leave them earthwards But, after the third Tak-

bir, you should set them on your navel as you do in the

normal prayer.

After rising For the second raka'ah, the Imam will

begin the recitations from the Holy Qur'an during

which you should remain calm and quiet. "When the

Imam finishes his recitation, he will redte three tak-

birs once again, but this time it will be before bowing

down for ruku*. At each Takbir you should raise your

hands upto the ears, and after saying 'Allahu Akbar',

bring them down and leave them earthwards. After

those three takbir$ have been called and completed,

e Takbirs the Imam, will recite the

Holy Qur'an which you should listen calmly and quiet-

ly. The rest of the rakaah will be performed in the

normal way.
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l lie Imam will say another taster for bowing doivn into

the rukit' position. At this takhir you need not raise

your hands. You just bow down for your ruku* saying,

'Allahu Akbar'. The rest of the salah will be performed

in its usual way.

Khnthah: The address of *Eid-id*fitr

In this salah , khutbah is a sunnah and is deliv-

ered after the salah, unlike the salah ofjuinu
l

ah where

it is fard and is delivered before the salah. However,

listening to thu khutbah of'Eid salaJi is wztjih or neces-

sary and must be heard in perfect peace and silence.

It is a swinah that the Imam begins the first khut-

hah by reciting takbirs 'Allahu Akbar' nine times and

the second khutbah with reciting it seven times.

Note:

The way of 'Eid prayer described above is accord-

ing to the Hanafi school of Muslim jurists, some other

jurists
t
like Imam Shafi% have, some other ways to

perform it. They recite-; T;ikbir twelve timing before be-

ginning the recitations from the Holy Qur'an in both

die rakfi'iit. This way is also permisible. If the Imam,

being of the Shafi'i school, follows this way, you can

also follow him. Both ways are based on the practice of

the Holy Prophet ^ .

Six fasts in the month of Shawwal

It is commendable to keep six fasts in the month

of Shawwal. The Holy Prophet ^ has said:
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iDcvgr complete a fasts of Ramadan then adds
to them the fast of six days in the month of

Shavvwal
h
it will carry the thawab of fasting for

the whole year. (Sahih Muslim)

This hadith had described the great thawab of six

fasts of this month. The scholars have interpreted thh

hadith by saying that according to the recognized

rules of Sbar^ah every good deed is rewarded ten

times more thawab of its origin, therefore, the thawab
of 30 days of Ramadan amounts to the thawab of fast-

ing for 300 days, Ifthe fasts of Ramadan are followed

by six more fasts, they carry the thawab of 60 days

more, raising the aggregate thawab to 360 which is

the number of days of one year according to Islamic

calendar. Therefore, the Muslims should take this op-

portunity of acquiring such an enormous reward from

Allah. It is more preferable to start these fasts front

the 2nd of Shawwal and keep fasting up to tho 7th of

it. However, if, they are kept in other days, it is hoped

that the requirement of the above hadith may also be

fulfilled.
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The Month of

ZULQA'DAH

Thia is the eleventh month of the Islamic lunar ca-

JciuIit. It fs the fiiet or the four sanctified months

ashliLbr-al-iuuum) in which battles were prohibited in

the days of the Holy Prophet ^ . It is also one of the

months of Hajj as explained in the discussion about

Shawwal.

However, no specific rules are prescribed for this

mouth, except that the persons performing hajj are re-

quired to fohow the rules of hajj.

Some false beliefs are attached to this month by

ignorant people. They say that this month is not a

blessed month
t
therefore, marriages should not be

held or solemnized in the month of Zulqa'dah. Accord-

ing to them, a marriage held in this month may not be

successful, rathor it may bring misfortune to the

spouses,

This helief is absolutely baseless. A Muslim shoufd

fiover attend to such superstitious whims. In fact, the

month is o«e of the sanctified months, as mentioned

earlier. It is also proved through authentic traditions

that the Holy Prophet |g had performed 'itmmh four
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times in his madamte life. Three of them were per-

formed in the month of Zulqa'dah, the fourth being

performed alongwith the last Hajj. When the Holy

Prophet has chosen this month For performing the

great "ihadah of 'umrah how can one claim that the

month has an element of misfortune? Therefore, no

Muslim should ever hesitate in holding marriages or

other cerem rmies in this month on such a false as-

sumption of im luckiness.
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The Month of

ZULHIJJAH

The month of Zulhijjah is the last month of the Is-

lamic calender. Literally it mean ''the month of Hajj."

Oobviously this namy of the month indicates that the

great annual worship of "hajj" is performed in this

month- for this reason it has a peculiar significance as

compared to other months of the year. Some specific

merits and rules relevant to this month are mentioned

below:

First ten Days

The first ten days of the month of Zulhijjah are

among the most magnificent days in Islamic calendar.

The Holy Prophet ^ has said, "One fast during these

doys is equal to the fasting of one complete year, and

the worship of one night during tins period is equal to

the worship in the "LailaUd-Qadr"

.

Every Muslim should avail of this wonderful op-

portunity by offering during this period as much

'Iba'dak (acts of worship) to Mali as he or she can.

The &th day of Zulhijjah

The 9th day of the month of Zulhijjah is called

'Youmirf - "Arafah' (The Day of
l

Arafah), This is the
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date when the Hitjjaj (Hajj pilgrims, plural of Hoajj)

assemble on the plain of Arafat, six miles away from

Makkiih al-Mukarramah, where they perform the

most essentia] part of the prescribed duties of Hajj,

namely, the 'Wttqoofo( Arafat (the stay in
%

Arafat).

The Fast of Yoitmul *Ar<tf(th

For those not performing Hajj> it is mustahabb

(desirable) to fiist on this day nceording to their own

Calendar. IL sometimes occurs that the date of Dth

Zulhyjah falls on different days in different countries

Muslims of each country should observe Youmul

'Arafah according to the lunar dates of their own coun-

try.

For example, if Youmul Arafah' is being observed

in Saudi Arabia on Friday, and in Pakistan on Satur-

day. Pakistani muslinis* should treat Saturday as

Youmul "Arafah
1

and should fast on that day if they

d&siro to benefit from the fast o{ Yoitmul 'Arafah',

The fast of Youmut 'Arafah has been emphasized

by the Holy Prophet us a uiuztahabb (desirable) act.

According to a hadith, the fast of this day becomes a

cause, hopefully so, of forgiveness for sins committed

in one year.

Tahiti i^ut-tathriq

A* from the Ftijr ofthe v.nh /^hijuih uj.to the vW
prayer of the 13th, it is obligatory on each Muslim to
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recite the Takhir of T&skriq in the following wokJ&

$1 su391
j

jjo & i v i iti v -31 sm sun

Allah u Akbar, Allahu Akbar,

La Doha llUUkibu, Walblui Akbar,

Allahu Akbar wu lillahilhumd.

There is no god but Allah and Allah is great, Al-

lah is great and in Allah belongs all praise.

According to authentic Islamic sources, it is oblig-

atory on each Muslim, to recite this Takbir after every

obligatory ifard) soiah. For women also, it is com-

mendable though not obligatory. Whether you are per-

forming salah with Jama'ah (collectively) or on your

own (individually .1 makes no difference. You must re-

cite the T&kbir, However, male Muslims should recite

it in a loud voice, while females alum Id recite it in a

low voice.

On the Hid day

The following acta are tunnah on the day ofEidul-

atlha:

1. To wake up early in the morning.

2. To clean one's teeth with n miawak or brush

3. To have a bath.

4. To put on one's best available clothes,

6, To use perfume.
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6. Sot to cat before the £id prayer.

7, To recite the 3bAfr> of Tashriq in a loud vokv while

going to the Eid prayer.

How to perform Eid prayers

The Eid prayer has two raka'at performed in the

normal way, with the only addition of six Takbirs,

three of them in the beginning of the first raka'ah, and

three of thi'iu just before ruitu' in the second raka'ah.

The detailed way of performing the Eid prayer is as

follows:

The Imam will beirin the prayer without adhan or

iytttnah. He v. Ml l;c;:n the prayer bj renting Tuhhir of

Tahrimah <Allahu Akbar). You should raise your

hands upta the ears, and reciting the Takbir, yon

should |tt your hands on your navel. The Imam will

give a little pause during which you should recite Tha-

Fiu i Tu hhan t\kaltahum'm&...X After th e coniplcil ion of

Thana\ the [mam will recite Takbir (Allahu Akbar)

three times, At the first two calls of'Takbir you should

raise your hands up to the earn, and after reciting Tak-

bir iAUahu Akbari in a low voice, should brini^ your

hands down and leave them earthwards. But, after

the third Takbir f you should set them on your navel as

you do in the normal prayers.

After those three Takbirs, the Imam will recite the

Holy Qur an which you should listen calmly and quiet-

ly; The rest of the raka'ah will he performed in the

138
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After rising for the second raka'ah, the Imam will

begin the recitations from the Holy Qur'an during

which you should remain calm and quiet, When the

Imam finishes his recitation, he will recite three Tak*

hirx once again, but this time it will be just before

bowing down for ruku\ At each Takbir you should

raise your hands upto the ears, and after saying

*Allah u Akbar\ bring them down and leave them

earthwards. After these three takbirs have been called

nod completed, the Imam will say another takbir for

bowing down into the nihil' position. At this tahMr you

need not raise your hands. You just bow down for your

ruku spying* 'Atlahu Akbar The rest of the salah will

be performed in its usual way.

Khutbah: The Address of Eidul*Adha

In this salah of Rid, khutbah is a sun&ak and is

delivered nl'u-r the salah, unlike the salah of Jumu'ah

where it is fard and is delivered before the su fall. How-

ever, listening to the khutbah ofEid salah is wajib or

necessary and must he heard in perfect peace and si-

lence.

It is a stinnah that the imam begins the first Khut-

bah by reciting takbir (jfiAii) nine times and the sec-

nnd Khutbah with reciting it seven times,

Note

The way of Eld prayer described above is accord-
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inn to Htmfi school of Muslim jurists. Some other

jurist?, like Imam HUaIik have ^ome other way* to

perform it. They recite Takbir twelve times before be^

gtnning the recitations of thu Holy Qur an m both the

rakaal. This way is also permissible. If the Imam, be-

ing of the Shaft! school, follows this way t you can also

Follow him, Both ways are based on the practice of the

Holy Prophet ^

,

SACRIFICE OR QUItBANI* PHILOSOPHY AND

RULES
The Urdu and persian word Qurbani' is derived

from the Arabic ward 'Qurbun '. Lexically, it means an

act performed to seek Allah's good pleasure. Original-

ly, the word Qurban' included all acts of charity be-

...
i':[ f |

: i : -i ->.' .":'h ii iu i-- i
n-1|iii:; bul to *cek A!

lah'a pleasure, But, in precise religious terminology,

the word was later confined to the sacrifice of an ani-

mal slaughtered for the sake of Allah,

The sacrifice of an animal has always been treated

as a recognized form of worship in all religious orders

originating from a divine book. Even in pagan socie-

tics, the sacrifice of an animal is recognized as a form

of worship, but it Is done in the name of some idols

and not in tho name of Allah, a practice totally nvfect-

ed by Islam.

In the Shari'ah of our beloved Prophet %m
The sac-

rifice of an animal has been recognized as a form of
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worship only during three days ofthe month of Zulhij-

jnh, namely, the 10th, 11th and 12th of the month.

This is to commemorate the unparalleled saerifiee of-

fered by the Prophet Sayyidna Ibrahim
r
y-Ji«J* when

he, in pursuance u? a command of Allah conveyed to

him In a dream, prepared himself to slaughter his be-

I nvod soiv Sayyidna Isma'il
r
^-Ji and actually did so

- but, Allah Almighty, after testing the quant tarn of his

submission, sent down a sheep and saved his son from

the logical fate of slaughter. It is from that time on-

wards that the sacrifice of an animal became an oblig-

atory duty to bo performed by every well-to-do Mus-

lim.

Qurbani is a demonstration of total submission to

Allah and a proof of complete obedience to Allah's will

or command. When a Muslim offers a Qurbani, this iw

exactly what he intends to prove. Thus, the Qurbani

offered by a Muslim signifies that he is a slave or Al-

lah at his best and that he would not hesitate even for

a moment, mice he receives an absolute command

from his Creator, to surrender before it, to obey it will-

ingly, even if it be at the price of his life and posses-

si ods. When a true and perfect Muslim receives such a

command from. Allah, his natural instinct stops him

from indulging in the futile search for the rcasonabili-

u behind the command; nor docs he make his obedi-

ence dependent upon the command's reasonably' an

perceived rlirou^U his limited understanding. He
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knows that Allah is All-knowing, All-Wise and that I

his own reason cannot encompass the knowledge ami

wisdom underlying the divine command. He, there-

fore, submits to the divine command, even if he cannot

find out Any reason or wisdom behind it

This is exactly what the Prophet Ibrahim
f
%Jl+J*

did. Apparently, there was no reason why a father

should slaughter his innocent son, But, When came

the command from Allah, he never asked about the

reason of that command, nor did he hesitate to obey it.

Even hi* minor son when asked by his father about

ihe dream he had seen, never questioned the legit ima*

cy of the command, nor did he pine or whine about it,

nor did he ask for one good reason why he was being

slaughtered. The one and only response he made was:

, * ->

'Father, do what you have been ordered Ly do.

You shall find me, God willing, among the pa-

tient",

Thu pro»enL-dny Q urban!. U d'fn-ed in memory of

this great model of submission set before us by the

great father and the great eon. So Qurhani must be of-

fered in our time emulating the same ideal and atti-

tude or submission.

This, then, is the true philosophy of Qurbani, With

this in mind, one can easily unveil the fallacy of those
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who raise objections against Qurbani on the basis of

economic calculations and statistics and make it out to

he a wastage of money, resource and livestock. Unable

to see beyond mundane benefits, they cannot under*

stand the spirit Islam wants to plant and nourish

among its followers, the spirit of total Submission to

Allah's will which equips man with most superior

lualjlics so necessary to keep humanity in a state of

fasting peace and welfare,

Qurbani is nothing but a powerful symbol of the

squired human conduct vis-a-vis the divine com*

mauds, however "irrational" or uneconomic' they may

seem to be in their appearance. Thus, the distrustful

quest Tor mundane economic benefits behind Qurbani

is, in fact, the negation of its real philosophy and the

very spirit underlying it,

No doubt, there are in every form of worship or-

dained by Allah, certain worldly benefits too, but thrv

are not the main purpose of these prescribed duties,

nor should they be treated as a pre condition to sub-

mission and obedience All acts of worship, including

Qurbani) must be carried out with a spirit of total sub-

mission to All all, irrespective of their economic, social

or political benefits. This is what Ibrahim >>ur-uk did,

and this is what every true Muslim is required to do.

Keeping this in view, we are giving here some

rules governing the worship of Qurbani in our Sha-
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riah according to the Hanafi School

The Time of Qttrhani

Qurhani can only be performed during the three

days of Eid, namely the 10th. llth and 12th of the

month of Zulhijjah. It is only in these days that

slaughtering of an animal is recognized as an act of

worship. No Qtsrhani can be perfiirmod in nny other

days of the year.

Although Qttrbani is permissible on each of the

three aforesaid days, yet it is preferable to perform it

on the first day i.e. the 10th of Zulhijjah.

No Qurbam is allowed before the Eid prayer is

over. However, in small villages where the Eid prayer

\a not to be performed, Qurbani can be offered any

lime after the break ofdawn on the 10th of Zulhijjah*

Qurbnni can also be performed in the two nights

following the Eid day, but it is more advisable to per-

form it during day time.

Who is required to perform Qui hunt?

Every adult Muslim* male or female, who owns

61,135 grams of .silver or its equivalent in ni<mcv. pr-r-

sima] ornaments, stock-in-trade or any other form of

wealth which is surplus to his basic needs, is under an

obligation to offer a Qurboiu. Each adult member of a

family who owns the above mentioned amount must

perform his own Qitrbani separately. If the husband

owns the required quantity, but the wife does not,
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the Qurbant Le obligatory on the husband only and

vice-versa. If both of them have the prescribed quan-

tum of wealth, both should perform Qurbant separak -

iy>

If the adult children live with their parents, Qur-

bant is incumbent on each one of them possessing the

prescribed quantum. The Qurbarti offered by a hus-

band for himself does not fulfil the obligation of his

Wlffe, nor can the Qurbant offered by a father discharge

his son or daughter from their obligation. Each one of

them should care for his own.

However, if a husband or a father, apart from of-

fering his own Qurbarti, gives another Qurbani on be-

half of his wife or his son, he can do so with their per-

mission.

No Alternate for Qurbani

Some people think that instead of ottering a Qur-

bani they should five its amount to some poor people

as chanty. This attitude is totally IftVOIIfc Actually,

there are different forms or worship obligatory on

Muslims. Each one of them has its own importance

and none of ihem can stand for the other. It is not per-

missible ft)T fi Muslim to perform satah instead of fast-

ing in Ramadan, nor is it permissible for htm to give

some charity instead of observing thu obligatory Sa-

Lah. similarly, Qurbani if an independent form of wor-

ship and this obligation cannot be discharged by
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spending some

However, if somebody, out of his ignorance or neg-

ligence, could not offer Qurbani on the three pre-

scribed days (lOth, 11th and 12th Zulhijjab) them in

that case only* he can give the price of a Qurbani as

stidaqah to those entitled to receive Zakcth, But during

the days Qurban i no Sadaqah dan discharge the ob-

The Animals of Qurbani

The following animals can be slaughtered to offer

a Qurbani:

1.Goat, either male or female, of at least one year

of ago.

2. Sheep, either male or female, of at least six

months of age

3. Cow, ox buffalo of at least two years of Ago.

4. Camel, male or female, of at least five years of

age,

One head of goat or sheep is enough only for one

person s Qurbani, But as for all other animal* like

cow. buffalo or camel, one head of each is equal to sev-

en offerings thus allowing seven persons to offer Qur

torn jointly in one such animal,

If the seller of an animal claims that the animal is

of the recognized iijje and there is no apparent evi-

dence to the contrary, one can trust his statement and
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Liu' sai-s ilitv -;>\ .jm intiraa] i.- lawful.

Rules about Defective Animals

The following defective animals are not acceptable

in Qurbanh

1. Blind, one eyed or lame animal.

2. An animal so emaciated that it cannot walk to

its slaughtering place.

3. An animal with one-third part of the ear or the

nose or the tail missing.

4. An animal that has no teeth at all, or the major

number of its teeth are missing.

5. An an imnl born without ears.

The following animals are acceptable in Qurbani:

t, A castrated he - goat. (Rather, its Qurbani is

more preferable),

2. An animal that has no horns, or its horns are

broken. However, if the horns of an animal are

uprooted totally so as to create a defect in the

brain, its Qurbani is not lawful.

3. An animal the missing part of whose ear, nose

or tail is less than one third.

4. A sick or injured animal, unless il, has some

alxive mentioned defects rendering its Qurbani

unlawful.
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It is more preferable for a Muslim to slaughter the

animal of his Qurbairi with his own hands. However, if

he is unable to slaughter the animal himself, or does

not want to do so for some reason, he can request an-

other person to slaughter it on his behalf. In this case

also, it is more preferable that he, at least, be present

at the time of slaughter. However, his absence at the

time of slaughter does not render the Qurbani invalid,

if he has authorised the person who slaughtered the

animal on his behalf.

It is a Sunnah to lay the animal with its face In-

wards the Qiblah, and to recite the following verse of

the Holy Quran:

I, boing upright, turn my face towards tin- 1"me

who has created the heavens and the earth, and

1 am not among those who associate partners

with Allah. mM
But the most essential recitation when slaughter-

ing an animal is:" #13/1 Jli^ "In the name of Allah, Al-

lah is great". Ifsomebody intentionally avoids to recite

it when slaughtering an animal, it does not only make

his Qurbani unlawful, but also renders the animal

haram* and it is not permissible to eat the meat of

that animal. However, if a person did not avoid this
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recitation intentionally, but he forgot to incite it when

slaughtering the animal, this mistake is forgiven and

both the Qur6aw and the slaughter are lawful.

If Somebody Is unable to recite 'Jfi'MM^ in the

Arabic language, he can recite the name of Allah in

bis own language by saying, "in the name of Allah*.

Distribution «f the Meat

[f an animal U sacrificed by more than one person,

like cow or camel, its meat should be distributed

equally among its owners by weighing the meat strict-

ly and not at random or by mere guess. Even if all the

partners agree on lis distribution without weighing, it

is still not permissible according to shari'ah.

However, if Lhe actual weighing is not practicable

due to some reason, and all the partners agree to dis-

tribute the meat without weighing, distribution by

guess can be done with the condition that each share

necessarily contains either a leg of the animal or sumi:

quantity ofits liver.

Although the person offering a Qurbani can keep

all its meat for his own use, yet, it is preferable to dis-

tribute one-third among the poor, another one-third

among his relatives and then, keep the rest for his

personal consumption.

AH parts of the sacrificed animal can be used for

personal benefit, but none can be sold, nor can be giv-

en to the butcher as a part of his wages. If somebody
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t
he must

give the ticcrued price as sadaqah to a poor man who
can receive Zakah,

HAJJ

The most important way of worship performed in

this month is "Hajj", one of the four pillars of Islam.

Tho Muslims from every part of the world assemble in

Arabia to perform this unique way of worship. Hajj is

a worship which requires at least five days to be per-

formed in its proper way. There are detailed rules for

different acts or hajj for which separate books arc

h vail able, and the present book dors not, aim at ex*

plaining all these details. However, some basic infor-

mation about its obligation is being given here;

1. Hajj is obligatory 0n every adult Muslim who
cim afford to go to Makkah during the hajj season,

ubethor OH Foot or hy any tUjit-i- carriage

2. If a person enn travel to Makkah to perform

hajj, but he cannot travel to Madman, hajj is obligato-

ry on him also. He can perform hajj without visiting

Madinah.

r

r

i. A Muslim woman cannot travel for hajj unless

&he is accompanied by a mahram (i.e. husband or rela-

tive or a prohibited degree like son, father, brother

Otc) If she does no I 11 nd any mahram lq accompany

her, hajj is not obligatory on her until she finds one.

However, she must make a will that in case she dies
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her h^e-badal out of her left over property.

1. Hajj is obligated only once in one's life. After

performing the obligatory hajj; one is not required to

perform it again. However, he can perform the naft

soptionul hajj as many timus as he or iha widu?*.


